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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by Rocketdyne, a Division

of North American Aviation, Inc., Canoga Park,

California, on Air Force Contract AF04(611)-8515

under Task No. 3850306 of Project No. 3850, "Total

Impulse Measuring System for Solid-Propellant Rocket

Engine (Research)." Contract AF04(611)-8515 consists

of a program for the analysis and design (Phase I),

fabrication and testing (Phase II), and installation

and testing (Phase IIi), of an accurate (0.1%) solid-

propellant total impulse measurement system for

Edwards Air Force Base. This report is submitted to

present the development status of the system, and

constitutes the Phase I report in the over-all program.

It was prepared by the Research Instrumentation Group

of the Rocketdyne Research Department.
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ABSTRACT

Discussion and results of the three main considerations
colprising the initial (Phase I) effort are presented:

(1) study and discussion of the use site and existing

measurement system at WAB, with recommendations for

the installation of the Rocketdyne system; (2) general

and applied mathematical analyses of spring-mass total

impulse measurement systems; and (3) mechanical and

electrical design of the Rocketdyne system to be con-

structed. Specific results of these separate but

related program efforts are, respectively- (i) con-

currence with the general approach taken in the

existing FAFB system, but disagreement with some specific

design, installation, and operational features of the

system; (2) new and original methematical analyses whose

results justify the Rocketdyne approach to the

measurement problem; and (3) new and original mechanical

and electrical component designs which set a new

standard in accuracy and performance, producing an

over-all error breakdown commensurate with prugram
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ST MMAýVRY

The final results of effort in the initial (Phase I) portion of the con-

tract were twofold. First, production of a detailed design for the total

impulse measuring system with the desired measurement capabilities was

accomplished. The results of all associated analyses of this system indi-

cate that its performance, in anticipated solid-propellpnt studies, will

produce measurements with total errors not exceeding O.i. Second, the

analytical development undertaken in support of the design effort produced

general quantitative results useful in any design of spring-mass systems

for transient thrust and total impulse measurement systems. The general

trapezoidal excitation of both one- and two-degree-Gf-freedom systems,

with viscous damping, was investigated, and the methods used to obtain

the errors expressions and tabulations are applicable to comparatively

short, as well as long engine operating durations. Consequently, the

mathematical results obtained with this program are directly applicable,

for example, to measurements associated with pulsed-mode operations of

space engines. As a result, analytical and design experier-ce was obtained

that appears useful for future applications in dynamic force and impulse

measurements.

The following specific subjects are discussed and/or analyzed:

1. Existing thrust integration system at FAFB;

2. Recommendations for installation of Rocketdvne-designed

system at EAFB;

3. General mathematical discussion of the relationship between

the integrated input and integrated output for certain linear

dynamic systems;

4. Analytical dynamics of a spring-mass total impulse measurement

system (one degree-of-freedom): theory and application;

5. Dynamic response of Rocketdyne thrust and total impulse measure-

ment system (two degree-of-freedom): theory and application;



I. Theory and application of parallelogram compresion-type

flexure suspension systems;

7. Detailed description of the design of mechanical and elect'ical

system and components;

8. Determination of complete spring-mass system;

9. Description of the design of additional instrumentation

developed for operational use with the total impulse measure-

ment system.
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EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE THRUST INTEGRATION SYSTEM

INTRODUCTI ON

Discussions and use-site inspections with EAFB personnel have resulted

in agreement regarding the general measurement system approach previously

taken by EAI'B in the design and construction of equipment and facilities

for solid-propellant evaluation studies (BATES). A total impulse measur-

ing system consisting of a precision strain-gage load cell supplying an

analog signal to a voltage-controlled oscillator, to produce a proportional

pulse repetition rate whose output is cumulatively registered by an elec-

tronic counter, is regarded as basically sound and accurate because of th,"

continued development such equipment has received in recent years. How-

ever, very substantial improvement has been immediately realized in this

method through concentrated design and analytical efforts directed at com-

ponent and system refinement. As a result, specific design, installation,

and operational features of the existing EAFB system appear undesirable

and incompatible with the measurement objectives in this contract. A
two-part discussion follows of practical instrumentation engineering con-

siderations and their application to the EAFB system.

PART I: GENERAL DISCUSSION

Error Factors

The design of a high-precision recording system for low-level signals

requires a knowledge of several factors which are not readily apparent.

The three error-producing elements which are commonly neglected are:

(1) contact resistance, (2) leakage, and (3) thermal emf.

Contact Resistance. Contact resistance is present whenever a coupling is

introduced: connector, terminal strip, program board, switch, relay, etc.

Variations in contact resistance are usually caused by dirt. and by "dry

3



c i rcu it" contac ts - (Dry circuitst occur when the current level is too low

io remove ox idat ion and "powderirig" of contact surfaces ) Resistance can

be controlled by good maintenance and by choosing relays mid switches

which pr•v ide g)ood , i ping acti )n between chemically stable contact materi-

als In most cases, ctontact lesistance 1c isOt a serious problem, but it

can become serious if it is disregarded.

Leakage. Leakage occurs w.herever a sign)al lead w'ire is exposed, and it

is present at. those devices named in the forego ing paragraph on contact

resIs tance (Note: This is often called "leakage resistance," which

makes it an inverted term. It is better to use "leakage" alone as a noun

than to chance the confusion caused by "leakage" and "resistance" being

(f opptsitxe Inclination.) Although leakage caj be caused by sloppy tech-

,iiquies (dirt, oii, finger tracks, etc ), it is most often the result of

atmospheric humidity arid is conseqoently variable. Its most annoying

characteristic, however, is that it is very difficult to measure.

The reason for this measurement difficulty is that if a resistance-meas-

uring device is placed across two terminals where moisture is suspected,

the voltage from the device causes electrolysis of the moisture. Gas is

formed at one terminal (at least), and the measiarement shows the resist-

ance of the gam filii. The thickness of the gas film is determined by the

amount of voltage across the terminals. This effect is shown in Table 1

"which gives the leakage measured between four pairs of terminals on a

moistened fanning (terminal) strip. The "low-voltage bridge" was assembled

in the laboratory and designed to apply approximately the same voltage

across the terminals as occurs from a transducer signal. It should be

noted that a device like the Voltohmyst, with its i.5-volt source, does

not introduce suff icient error to be sevlous, but that the high-voltage

stource cai give an extremely erroneous result.

The most serious problem caused by leakage occurs when a bridge network

is used as a transducer. Leakage will reduce the sensitivity, and if it

is unsymnetrical, it will change the balance point. Very little leakage

is necessary; for example, using a 350-ohm, 3 mv volt bridge, 2.5 megohms

across one leg represents 1% of unbalaice.
!'



TABLE 1

LEAKAGE MEASUREMENTS

Approximate Measured
Type of Device Voltage From Source Resistance, ohms

Megger (Biddle) 150 500,000

Ohmmeter (Triplett) 45 100,000

Voltohmyst (RCA) 1.5 6,500

Low-Voltage Bridge 0.01 3,200
(Lab Assembly)

Thermal Emf. Thermal emf is produced wherever dissimilar metals are in

contact. Fortunately, these dissimilar metal contacts come in pairs

and are opposite in direction, so that if the two contacts of the pair

are at the same temperature, the thermal emf's will cancel. For example,

a copper lead wire is connected to one brass lug of a switch. The other

brass lug naturally connects to the copper wire continuation. Basically

(disregarding the other metals in the switch), this becomes a copper-

brass-brass-copper sequence, and the emf generated from copper to brass

is equal and opposite to that generated from brass to copper, provided

that the junction temperatures are equal. This is the function of

Becquerel's Law for Intermediate Metals, which says that a dissimilar

metal may be inserted in a line provided that the junctions are at the

same temperature.

However, the insistance on no AT (temperature difference) between junc-

tions should be noted. The emf generated by a t/c (thermocouple) system

is O(AT), in which O is the difference in potential between the metals

in the thermal emf series. When a t/c is used for measuring temperature,

X should be as high as is practical, but in any interconnections carrying

low emf, o should be low enough so that a(AT) will be negligible, or

care should be taken to keep AT low. At one time, constantan was widely

used for winding resistors, and these resistors created a severe problem.

Wben connected into a copper line, two copper constantan t c's were formed

and a slight AT between the ends of the resistor produced considerable
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voltage, because for copper-constantan, Of is about 20 microvolts per F

of AT. Resistors are now usually made of manganin, evanohm, etc., which

have a low value of a with copper. Regardless, design should consider

that a series of elements (switches, resiqtors, relays, etc.) in a low-

level signal line can accumulate ee'ough emf errors to produce appreciable

signal error. Whenever possible, such items as span and balance controls

should be put in the high-voltage (power) lines to a bridge transducer and

not in the low-level (signal) lines.

As an example, tests for thermal emf through the normally closed contacts

of a certain relay showed that it produced one microvolt per F of change

in ambient temperature. Uhen the coil was activated, the heat from the

coil was sufficient to produce 8 microvolts through the closed contacts

after it had stabilized. This is a particularly severe case, but all the

relays tested showed some thermal effect.

The zero balance control can be an awkward source of thermal emf's. This

control is often necessary to bridge circuits, but is awkward because the

control is usually a slidewire (VDR) which is a mass of dissimilar materi-

als: brass terminals, resistance wire, and contact slider (usually a

mixture of graphite and metal). There is one way that the control wiring

can be designed to minimize its effect. First, the VDR should be connected

between the power input terminals, not between the signal terminals. Sec-

ond, it should use a limiting resistor of as high a resistance as possible.

In Fig. 1, Rb is the transducer bridge resistance, Rs is the VDR (zero con-

trol) and R. is the limiting resistor. When wired in the fashion shown,

R.R Rb

Figure 1. Transducer Circuit

the emf's developed at the three VDR terminals will either be in the power

input circuit in which microvolts are negligible compared to volts, or

will be isolated by the ratio of R to Rb. For this reason, R.i should be

6



as large as possible. It can be calculated by using the maximum unbalance

condition which occurs when the R slider is at either end, thus puttings

Ri across one leg of Rb. For a 350-ohm, 3 mv/'volt transducer, 500,000 ohms

for R. will provide more than ±5% zero control, which is adequate because1

commercial transducers are ±2% (or better) zero balance. Any transducer

which is very far beyond its zero balance specification has something basic-

ally wrong, and should be removed from service for repair. If R. is

500,000, then the effect of the thermal emf from the zero control will be

reduced by the factor 350/500,000 or 0.07%, and can be neglected.

The worst single source of thermal emf error is the strain-gage transducer.

By their nature, the strain wires and the copper lead wires form t/c's, but

these are partially compensated for by Becquerel's Law. The gage wires,

however, have a finite dimension and the t/c junctions are displaced far

enough so that the signal terminals can be at different temperatures (i.e.,

AT is not zero), and this may be complicated by the presence of internal

zero and modulus resistors. If the transducer can be located in a protec-

tive temp;rature-controlled box (e.g., pressure transducers) the problem

is not serious, but a load cell measuring force from an operating thrust

chamber is quite vulnerable. Radiated heat from the flame can reflect

from surrounding elements, convected heat can be carried by swirling air,

and conducted heat can be transmitted from the chamber through the supports.

The most aggravating characteristic of this problem is that it varies indec

terminably during the test and causes errors which cannot be corrected.

There is a simple test to determine the presence of thermal emf. It requires

that a motor be fired without taking data. For example, if a load cell cir-

cuit is in question, the motor is mounted in preparation for firing (the

longest practical duration should be used). A sensitive zero-center

recorder (e.g., -1 to +1 millivolt)is connected to the signal terminals,

and the power is removed from the transducer input. The system is now set

up to record any undesirable emf's. The recorder input terminals are then

shorted together and either the recorder is adjusted to zero or the pen

mark is noted as zero input. Then the short is removed. Any resulting

movement of the pen will show initial thermal emf. With the recorder run-

ning, 10 minutes should be allowed to record prerun thermals, then the

7



motor should be run, waiting 10 to 15 minutes afterward to allow stabili-

zation. The record will show the thermal emf's: prerun, run, and post-

run. This test will be indicative of the presence of thermal emf's, and

should not be used for correction (thermal errors are highly nonpredictable),

but should be used to determine whether redesign is necessary.

System Complexity

Except for the force transducer, the error elements discussed above are

caused by complexity; complexity is in turn usually caused by efforts to

provide flexibility. In attempting to produce a measuring system, it is

advisable to remember that flexibility and precision are not compatible,

especially in low-voltage circuits. Ideally, a strain-gage bridge should

be coupled to its conditioning equipment with four well-insulated wires

with copper-to-copper solder connections at each end. This is, of course,

impossible because it is usually necessary to have zero-balance controls

and simulation devices. However, it is possible to eliminate all unneces-

sary interconnections such as fanning strips, connectors, relays, and

switches, thereby reducing to a minimum the possibility of thermal emf and

leakage errors.

PART II: SPECIFIC APPLICATION TO EXISTING

BATES SYSTEM

Thrust Integration System

The complete data system as installed at EAFB is impossible to analyze for

the probability of error because there is no way of determining the effects

of the various environments to which it is exposed, especially heat, humid-

ity, and cleanliness. However, the various areas in which error could

occur can be discussed, including an estimate of the amount of error which

can be produced in each.

8



Calibration. A mechanical loading calibrator is incorporated in the system,

No detailed study of this unit was made, but in general, it should be ade-

quate within the limits imposed by the load cell. Any calibrator, however,

should be periodically checked for accuracy against some standard (a proving

ring should be suitable for this case). A device which uses mechanical

linkages is susceptible to variation with use. This unit should be accurate

within 0.25%.

Load Cell. This unit is the key element in the system, and unfortunately is

also the most susceptible to short-term errors. In severe cases, the load

cell can be as much as 2% in error for short periods. A test to determine

its thermal susceptibility was described in Part I, in the discussion of

thermal emf.

Interconnections. Conversation with operating personnel indicated the pres-

ence of four or five connections. These could be reduced to two. Thermal

emf errors are small in these cases (less than 0.1% in any case), but they

can accumulate. The most serious problem with interconnections is the pos-

sible presence of leakage between uninsulated terminals, and this is often

uncontrollable because temperature fluctuations cause a connector housing

to "breathe" humid air, thereby depositing moisture. Errors of 3% have

been found in "waterproof" connectors which were not properly tested.

Bridge Completion Unit. Apparently, the equipment furnished by B & F was

originally designed for flexibility to avoid the extra cost of an individual

design for each problem. It is usable with one-, two-, and four-arm bridges,

and is supplied with the necessary boards for completing each bridge.

Although these boards are within a rack in the recording center, there is

still a possibility of some leakage error. Although the possibility is

small, such flexibility should be avoided.

Zero Balance Control. This control is a VDR properly located between the

power leads with a limiting resistor to isolate the control from the bridge.

However, to make this unit usable with bridges of different resistances and

9



sensitivites, the isolating resistor is 5000 ohms. This value will give

reasonable isolation, but the control becomes extremely sensitive. For a

350-ohm, 3-mv/volt bridge, this control gives ±500% variation in zero. A

resistor of 100,000 to 250,000 ohms would be adequate. The error from this

unit is probably negligible unless the control knob was accidentally

touched or vibrated after calibration. Wiper motion between wires could

cause appreciable error because of its sensitivity.

Resistance Simulation ("R-Cal") Switch. There is probably no error in this

device, but two factors should be considered. It is a "dry" circuit (i.e.,

low current) and contact resistance should be monitored, and any thermal

gradients between the switch terminals should be avoided. Wiping action of

the contacts should keep the resistance low, and there does not seem to be

any heat-producing element near the switch.

Voltage Calibration. The switch to supply calibrated voltage to the VCO

input is subject to the comments of the foregoing paragraph.

Data Recording and Reduction

The manner in which the data are recorded and reduced can affect accuracy

as much as any other single factor. Figure 2 shows the beginning and end

of a thrust-time curve. (The steady-state period is omitted.) As the

system is operated, a gating signal is used to turn the recorder "on" when

the level reaches 10% of design, and "off" when it returns to 10% at cutoff.

In this way, the force indicated from the igniter is not recorded. However,

this introduces several chances for further error. The idea is predicated

on the assumption that ignition and burnout characteristics are the same

for all grains.

With ideal conditions, the grain surface will ignite uniformly, and thrust

will build up rapidly, leaving only a small area (lined shading in Fig. 2)

before the gate "on" time; but if ignition spread- slowly, a larger thrust-

time area is lost (dotted shading). Burnout is even more critical, because

10
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Figure 2. Thrust Analog

no two grains will burn to the case at all points in the same manner. The

lined shading again shows an ideal case, but because there are always small

pockets left as burnout approaches, it would be expected that considerable

energy is left even though the thrust is below the I0• level as shown by

the dotted area. Thus, a biased error is produced which is variable and

consequently uncorrectable.

Another error which can occur is the activation level of the gate. This is

controlled by another system (transducer plus conditioning equipment), and

its use could easily add as much error as is introduced by the igniter. The

burnout level is particularly doubtful because the heat from the burning

grain can produce nonuniform temperature distribution in the pressure trans-

ducer, and this can produce not only thermal emf's but will not permit the

temperature compensation to operate properly. The latter is predicated on

uniform temperatures throughout the sensing element.

11



A more controllable method of making these measurements would be to test

each igniter type for the amount of impulse it adds and use that value as a

correction. The total impulse could then be recorded and the igniter impulse

subtracted. This would give much better precision, because the variable

errors would be reduced as much as possible and one biased but measureable

error would be added. The correction for igniter thrust need not be highly

accurate because it is a small part of the total.

Without analyzing a large number of high-speed analog records of firings, it

is impossible to determine the amount and variability of error introduced by

gating the recorder. However, the error will be greater for small grains

than for large ones, thereby producing an untraceable variation in specific

impulse (Ia). Furthermore, Is is always in error in the negative direction,

which prejudices perfo:'mance with respect to design; i.e., the system can

never record all of the available performance.

An element which might have been a factor in the decision to use the 10Q gat-

ing level is a-c noise. The voltage-controlled pulse rate generator has a

characteristic which must not be neglected; it does not respond to negative

voltages. Consequently, if pure ac is fed to it, it will count only the

positive portion and will not subtract counts for the negative, so that the

result looks like a positive dc. This characteristic means that if the com-

plete curve is integrated and if a-c noise is on the signal line at the

beginning and end of the run (near zero dc), it will produce an error.

There are three different ways tnat this error can be eliminated without

introducing further errors, but such a design is beyond the scope of this

discussion.

12



INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS OF ROCKETDYNE SYSTEM

CONCRETE TEST PAD

A concrete test pad of sufficient size, strength, and flatness is necessary

for the proper support of the Rocketdyne-designed system. The complete test

stand has over-all dimensions of approximately 20 feet in length, 5 feet in

width, and 5 feet in height, and is composed of two in-line sections having

approximately 13- and 7-foot lengths, respectively. The sections weigh

about 18,000 and 4000 pounds, respectively, and four lifting eye-bolts are

supplied with each section. All points on the surface of the supporting

section of concrete should be within 1/4 inch of a horizontal surface so

that alignment and leveling problems of the system are not too severe. The

design and configuration of the two existing test stand mounting beams, 24

inches apart and imbedded in the concrete of the BATES test pad, are con-

sidered satisfactory for the Rocketdyne system. Consequently, the system was

designed taking into consideration an identical type of tiedown. A cross-

sectional area of an imbedded BATES tiedown beam is shown in Fig. 3.

ELECTRICAL POWER AN) WIRING REQUIREýENTS

Satisfactory operation of the hydraulic calibrator and the strain-gage load

cell during calibration and measurement operations requires an adequate quan-

tity, size, and configuration of wiring, and a suitable type of electrical

power. A minimum of 12 No. 18 wires in two shielded cables of 6 wires each

are required for operation of the load cell, and 25 No. 18 wires and 1 No. 8

wire are required for operation of the Ruska hydraulic calibrator.

Electrical power reýuired at the test stand, from an EAFB source, is 10

amperes of unregulated 24-vdc. Regulated d-c power for the operation of

the load cell and calibrator will be supplied from rack-mounted sources

located in the test control room enclosure supplied by Rocketdyne. The 12

No. 18 wires in two shielded cables of 6 wires each required for the load

cell should be in a separate conduit from all other wiring, so that all

13
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possible electrical interference be avoided. All instrumentation wiring,

both for load cell and calibrator, should pass through a waterproof junction

box located in the ground about 25 feet from the test pad. The junctions in

this box of the load cell wiring should be the only breaks in the load cell

cables between the load cell connections at the test stand, and the chassis

connections on the rack-mounted units in the control room. This single break

in each load cell cable, although undesirable from a measurement accuracy

standpoint, is needed for practical rewiring purposes in the event of a motor

failure resulting in the destruction of wiring in the vicinity of the test

pad. All cable connectors should be of the Bendix waterproof type. Both of

the cable connections at the load cell should use Bendix socket connectors

No. 10-72614-6S, and the junction box connectors in each load cell cable

should consist of Bendix pin connector No. 10-169]14-61' and socket con-

nector No. 10-72614-6S. The Ruska calibrator control wiring connectors in

the waterproof junction box should consist of Bendix pin connector

No. 10-72128-12P and socket connector No. 10-72628-12 for the 25 No. 18

wires, and pin No. 10-72115-3P and socket No. 10-72615-3S for the single

No. 8 wire.

GRAVITY MEASUREKENT

Accurate total impulse measurements, by the Rocketdyne system, require cali-

bration of the measuring system by the hydraulic calibrator. Because very

accurate dead weights will be used to produce the precise hydraulic pres-

sures utilized to obtain the calibrating forces, a knowledge of the specific

value of the acceleration due to gravity, at the test site, is required so

that the weights can be properly fabricated. In accordance with these con-

siderations, Rocketdyne requested and received from EAFB the local g value,

to six significant figures, at Test Pad No. 5, Solid Motor Test Area,

Rocket Propulsion Laboratory. The measurement was performed on 18 January

1963 and was determined to be 979.477 cmIsec 2 This value of g was utilized

in the design of the calibrating weights by the Ruska Instrument Company,

manufacturers of the hydraulic calibration system.
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INTRODUCTORY DISCUSSION

Mathematical analysis is an essential part of any adequate effort to design

and build a total impulse measurement system possessing the accuracy required

in the contractural effort. Without this analysis, all design and construc-

tion effort would be based solely upon qualitative judgment resulting from a

combination of previous trial-and-error experience and guess-work. Its

application ranges from its use to determine both general and specific guide-

lines during the system design phase to its use in an accurate and detailed

evaluation of the system after its construction. The objective of all mathe-

matical analysis undertaken in this contractual effort was the mathematical

characterization of the system for the purpose of a quantitative determina-

tion of its behavior in the performance of its measuring function. The anal-

yses presented in this section of the report consist not only of static equi-

librium considerations needed in motor suspension flexure system design and

constructional alignment operations, but also of dynamic response determi-

nations of the mechanical system to transient force excitations similar to

thrust outputs encountered in rocket motor propellant tests. Accordingly,

the range and type of analyses reflect the variety of inquiries directed, at

various times, to the design aspects of the over-all constructional problem,

and the sequence of the following mathematical efforts corresponds to their

actual chronological occurrence.

The first mathematical effort was concerned with a general treatment of the

relationship between the actual and measured impulse for certain linear

dynamic systems, including a preliminary discussion of the impulse errors

incurred by less-than-infinite integrations of indicated displacements. No

numerical examples were undertaken in this initial effort because its pur-

pose was a general discussion and elaboration of the basic idea underlying

the measuring function. The second mathematical effort was concerned

exclusively with trapezoidally shaped force-time excitations of a one

spring-mass system viscously damped. Its purpose was to obtain some numer-

ical results with a system-excitation combination which approximated an

actual thrust-measuring system and rocket motor. The results of this under-

taking provided the initial quantitative indication of the adequacy of the
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mechanical system design. The third mathematical effort was concerned with

a more accurate and detailed study of the actual measurement system, con-

sisting of a series-connected massive concrete block, a thrust-measuring

load cell, and the motor and mount assembly. The representation of the

system in this study was the most advanced model undertaken in the Phase I

effort. Its purpose was the determination of the effects on the impulse

measurement error of such characteristics as concrete-block compliance,

variable motor mass (propellant burning), nonviscous damping, and nonlinear

force-displacement calibrations because of load-cell aging and or imposed

bending moments. The results of this advanced study provided the greater

part of the justification of the design employed in the designed system.

The last of the mathematical developments contained in this report was

undertaken to provide an analytical approach to the flexure system design

of the motor suspension. The result of this effort was the determination

of a suitable combination of flexure system and load cell mechanical stiff-

nesses that effectively isolated the load cell from extraneous forces and

moments that would degrade its basically linear performance. The applica-

tion of the results to the flexure design thereby minimized the problem of

nonlinearities in the system calibration.
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ANALYTICAL DYNAMICS: GENERAL EXPRESSIONS

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Some elementary observations are presented regarding the relationship between

the integrated input and integrated output of certain simple types of linear

dynamic systems. An application of these considerations is the solid-propel-

lant total impulse measurement system designed by research instrumentation

personnel. The material presented constitutes an elaboration of some com-

ments made in Ref. 1 on the relationship between the total applied impulse

and total measured impulse of such a system.

Three basic mathematical models are considered which represent increasing

levels of generality: a simple model which is appropriate for initial design

studies of the total impulse measurement system, and two more general models

which may be needed in subsequent analý3es.

Model 1

Model 1, a damped spring-mass system, is shown schematically in Fig. 4 and is

described by the second-order differential equation

d x(t) dx(I)

m 2 + b + kx(t) = f(t), t L 0,
dt dt

where the input force f(t) 0 for t < 0, and the displacement x(t) of the

mass m is subject to the initial conditions

dx(t) = cn

dt
at t = 0 (2)

x(t) = c1
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Figure 4. Schematic of Damped Spring-Mass System

Model 2

Model 2 is a system described by an nth order linear constant-coefficient

differential equation:

a dnX(t) dnx(t)+ + a x(t) = f(t), t ;- 0, (3)n dtn n-i din-i o

where

a 0 0, f(t) 0 for t < 0, and the displacement x(t) is subject0

to the initial conditions

dn-lX(t)

dtn- 1  n

d n-2x(t)

dtn-2 = n _1

at t = 0 (4)

x(t) c=
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Model 3

Model 3 is a general linear time-invar)'ant stable (physically realizable)

dynamic system with impulse response (or weighting; function W3 (t) and fre-

quency response function Y3 (w), subject. to zero initial conditions. This

model includes as special cases systems such as the above, whose input force

and resulting displacement are related by ordinary linear differential

equations with constant coefficients. Variable coefficient systems are

excluded because they are not time-invariant.

For each model, what is of interest is the relationship between the inte-

grated actual input force,

I = j f(t)dt (5)
co

0

and the integrated displacement indicated by the spring,

'M 0J x(t)dt (6)
0

For the case of an idealized total impulse measurement system, the inte-

grated input I represents the total imnule generated by the rocket jotor
A

(the "total applied impulse") and the integrated output IM is a measure of

the total impulse measured by the system (the "total measured impulse").

The indicated limits of integration in Eq. 5 and 6 extend over all time

0 : t 1-, although in practice, the applied force f(t) vanishe's for

t > T, where T is the duration of the run, and x(t) is essentially zero

after some later time.

For the three models under consideration, the follow'ing is shown:

Model 1: 1M = K11A + K1 (mc 2 + bc1 )

Model 2: 1M = K2 1A + K n2(an c+ anl Cn-l 4 alCl)

Model 3: IM = K3 IA (7)
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where the quantities K1 K2, and K3 appearing in Eq. 7 are system constants
given by

K - 1
K1 -

K =
2 a

K3 = So W(t)dt (8)

These results are valid provided that the input f(t) is a sufficiently well-

behaved function and each of the systems is stable (Ref. 2). The conditions

required of the input will undoubtedly always be satisfied by thrust

functions.

RESULTS

Before deriving the results stated in Eq. 7 and 8, some alternative formu-

las are presented for the constants K1 , K2 , and K and some of their prac-

tical implications are discussed. It should be noted first that under

zero initial conditions the terms enclosed with parentheses in Eq. 7 drop

out, and for each of the three systems the relationship between the total

measured impulse and total applied impulse is of the form

IMiIk = K (9)

where K is a constant determined by the system. Equation 9 implies that

whenever the system is excited under zero initial conditions by an input

f(t), the ratio of the total measured impulse to the total applied impulse

is a constant which does not depend on the specific form of the input. More-

over, this relationship indicates one way in which the constant K may, in

principle, be determined experimentally. If possible, an input with known

total impulse IA would be applied (the pointwise behavior of the input need

not be known), I. would be measured, and the ratio IM/IA would be computed.

Such an experiment, which may be described as a total impulse calibration

procedure, would be repeated with sufficient frequency to obtain a
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statistically reliable estimate of the constant K. Measurement analysis

of the "constant" K could then be performed in the usual manner.

A second way (as an alternative to Eq. 8)can now be considered, in which

the constants K1 K and K3 in Eq. 7 may be interpreted. This will lead

to another characterization which has possible practical applications. The

three 8ystems under consideration possess frequency response functions

Y l(W), Y2 (w), and Y3(W) which determine the effect of the systems on the

various frequency components of the inputs. For models 1 and 2, the fre-

quency response functions YI(W) and Y2 (U) may be expressed explicitly in

terms of the coefficients in the differential equations describing the sys-

tems. In fact, the following is true (Ref. 2):

1= 1

m(iW) .+ b(i4 + k

an(i4n + aD- 1 (in -i+ 1 1 + + al(i"4 + ao (IO)

From Eq. 8 and 10, it follows that

K I = Y(0 )

K2 - Y2 (0) (11)

'.ae constant K3 may be written in a similar form. For if Y3(4 denotes

the frequency response function of system 3, then in terms of the system

im.pulse response function W3 (t),

Y3 W W3 (t)e dt, (12)
0

and evaluating Eq. 12 at zero frequency (W= 0) gives

W
Y3 (0) W w3 (t)dt (13)
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Hence, from Eq. 8 and 13,

K3 Y (13)

Each of the constants appearing in Eq. 7 is therefore of the form

K - Y(O) , (15)

where Y(O) is the system frequency response function Y(W) evaluated at

zero frequency.

The above discussion also indicates a third way of describing the constants

Kit K2, and K3. All three systems possess impulse response fun ctions which

are related to their frequency response functions in the manner

Y(W) : W(t)e-lwt dt (16)

That is, the frequency response function is the Fourier transform of the

impulse response function. For W= 0 in Eq. 16

Y(O) = W(t)dt (17)

Thus, from Eq. 15 and 17 it can be seen that each of the constants in

Eq. 7 equals the total time integral of the system's impulse response

function,

K = W(t)dt (18)
0

It is well known (Ref. 2) that if the input f(t) is taken to be a true unit

step

u(t) 0 for t < 0
= 1 for t > 0

then the corresponding response U(T) at time r is given simply by
,T

U(r) = f W(t)dt r> 0 (19)
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where W(t) is the system impulse response function. Allowing 7 to become

arbitrarily large in Eq. 19 gives

lir u(r4-- W(t)dt (20)

From Eq. 18 and 20 it follows that the constants K1 , K2 , and K3 may be

described a's the steady-state values of the responses of the systems to

unit step inputs. This last characterization of the constants appearing in

Eq. 7 indicates another way in which they may, in principle, be determined

experimentally. A step input would be applied to the system (subject to

zero initial conditions, for example) and the input would be maintained at

a constant level until the measured response became essentially constant.

If the step has height A ,4 1, then the value of the steady-state response

is to be divided by A to obtain the constant K. Again, such a procedure

would be repeated sufficiently to form a statistically reliable estimate of

the constant K and its variability.

It should be noted in passing that if it is not possible to apply a true

step input to the system but only a ramp function

I 0 for t < 0

f (t) Ott for 0 • t ! to

A for t t

then the above procedure (measuring the steady-state value of the response

as an estimate of the constant K) may still be applied. A step input is

preferable, however, because it can be shown that the experimental orror

arising from not being able to pass to the limit 7 - ¶,but instead taking

as an estimate of K the response x(ro) 0 at some large time T ,is smaller

for a step input than for a corresponding ramp input. The difference in

the errors for the two types of input becomes small as 7 increases, how-o

ever, and therefore should provide no practical difficulties in the appli-

cation of this method.
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DERIVATION OF RESULTS

In this discussion, the results expressed in Eq. 7 and 8 of the introduction

are demonstrated. Model 3 is used first because the result for this cage

is almost a matter of definition and also is used in the other two cases.

Model 3

A linear time-invariant stable dynamic system is characterized by its

impulse response function W(t), which represents the response of the system

to a unit-impulse applied at. time t = 0. For such a system, the responee

x(t) to an input f(t), with zero initial conditions, is given in terms of

the impulse response function W(t) by

Pt

X(t) Jo W(T) f(t - r)dT (21)

Here it is assumed for simplicity that the system is physically realizable

(the response depends only on the past of the input and not on its future)

aud that the input vanishes for t < 0. It is also assumed that the system

possesses a frequency response function

/,\ r JW(t)e-

and that the input f(t) hae a Fourier transform*

Co

Ff(Lt) - J( f(t)e- i"t dt (22)

*For example, a function f~t), defined for t Z 0, possesses a Fourier trans-
form if it is continuous (except possibly for a finite number of jumps)

and if OD If(t)l dt exisia. To avoid complications, it is assumed ftom
this point that these conditions are met by the inputs. Note that the
latter requirement follows automatically from the first if f(t) vanishes
for all t greater than some T > 0, which will certainly be true for all
inputs to the total impulse measurement system.
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Then, if Fx(W) denotes the Fourier transform of the output; the frequency

domain relationship (corresponding to Eq. 21) is

F (W) = Y(W)Ff(U) (23)

Now, if F xW) , Y(W), and Ff(4 are evaluated at W. 0,

F(o) j x(t)dt IM

Y(o) = J0 w(t)dt

Ff(O) I j f(t)dt 1A (24)

HeEce, from Eq. 23 and 24

I' r w(t)dt A (25)
M ~0A

which is the desired result. It can be observed again that

,oc w(t)dt Y(o)

Model 1

Considering now the linear second-order constant coefficient differential

equation, 1, with initial conditions Eq. 2: every solution x(t) of Eq. I

for t z 0 is of the form

X(t) = h(t) + y(t) (26)

where h(t) is the solution of the homogeneous equation

m t 1-2-1 b dj'(d + kh(t) =0 0 (27)

dt2 dt
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satisfying the initial conditions dh(t)/dt = c 2 and h(t) - c 1 at t = 0,

and where y(t) is a particular solution of the nonhomogeneous equation

(Eq. 1) with zero initial conditions for y(t). Here it is assumed that the

input is sufficiently well-behaved so that it possesses a Fourier transform

given by Eq. 22. Corresponding to the decomposition (Eq. 26), the total

measured impulse IM may be split into two parts:

IM -- * (28)

where

IMh" h(t)dt (29)

is the contribution to IM arising from h(t) and

Smy J y(t)dt (30)

is the contribution to IM arising from y(t). Although for the total impulse

measurement system it seems appropriate to assume zero initial conditions

(in which case h(t) is identically zero and IM = mMy), the expression

(Eq. 7) for IM which is obtained i valid in the general case.

Considering first the contribution l,, to Im which is associated with the

given initial conditions, the solution h(t) of Eq. 27 may easily be

expressed in explicit form in terms of the parameters m, b, and k (for

example, in Ref. 2), but it is not necessary to deal with such explicit

solutions to derive the result (Eq. 7). It need only be shown that by

virtue of the assumption that the system is stable (a condition ensured by

the assumption b/m > 0), the solution hkt) as well as its first derivative

dh(t)/dt approaches zero as t becomes arbitrarily large.

With this in mind, Eq. 27 is integrated over the interval 0 < t < T to

obtain

m S0dt dt + b dh(t) dt+ k JO h(t)dt = 0
0 dt 2  dt
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and therefore

(ml'(r) + bb(r) ) - ( 0'(o) + bh(O)) k f h(t)dt 00

where dh(t),dt has been denoted by h'(t). Thus

h () dt (mh' (0) + bh(O) ) 1 (mi' (T) + bh(T) ) (31)

Now, because h'(r) and h(r) approach zero as T , Eq. 31 becomes, for

arbitrarily large T,

f h(t)dt =-I (mc 2 + b (32)

where the initial values c 2 and c 1 have been substituted for h'(0) and

b(0). As anticipated, Lh = 0 for zero initial conditions (c 2 = c1 = 0).

Considering the contribution to IH arising from y(t), because system 1

is a linear time-invariant stable dynamic system with frequency response

function

Y(, (12 (33)

m(i L 2 
+ b(iw) + k

the result obtained for model 3 may be applied to conclude that

S= jo y(t)dt = Y1 (O) 1A

But YI(O) = l/k, as seen from Eq. 33, and therefore

1= :A 
(34)

Thus, summing I ha as given by Eq. 32 and I as given by Eq. 34,

1 lI + I (me+2 be) (35)IM k -i% k 2

which is the desired expression for model 1. Alternatively, if Eq. 35 is

solved for IAP
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IA kiM - (mc4 - be1 ) (36)

Before continuing to model 2 consider, briefly, the errors which result

from not being able to perform the integration

J0 x(t)dt = I 
(37)

over the infinite range 0 5 t S -. The situation will be restricted to

where f(t) vanishes outside of an interval 0 ! t - T (for total impulse

measurement T is the full duration of the run). Similar remarks viii

apply to the more general case of model 2.

Supposing the response x(t) is known only over the time interval
Ogtgto, where t > T, then what is of interest is the error

Pt

M - IM - S0 x(t)dt (38)

made in approximating I by x(t)dt and also the error AA made in

determining IA from Eq. 36 when P0° x(t)dt is used in place of IH. The

latter error is given by

8A = k Am (39)

and is easily seen by subtracting

k jo x(t)dt - (mc 2 4 be1 )

from the right side of Eq. 36.

Then, from Eq. 37 and 38

A JO X(tdt - 0 (todt - J x(t)dt (o0)
0



Because f(t) = 0 for t ! t , x(t) is a solution of the homogeneous

equation

d2.(t') ______d x I b 4 kx(L) = 0, t Z t (41)dt 2  dt 0

The problem of determining 6M as given by Eq. 40 from the differential

equation (Eq. 41) is entirely similar to the problem of determining I Mh

from Eq. 27. Here the initial time t = 0 is replaced by t , and the

initial conditions dh(t)/dt = c2 , h(t) = c1 at t = 0 are replaced by

dx(t)/dt = x'(t )d x(t) - X(t0) at t t

Reasoning as before, the expression

M . (., (t) + bx(t) ) (42)M) k 0t +

is obtained instead of that given by Eq. 52. Also, from Eq. 39 and 42,

6 A mx,'(t ) + bx(to) (43)

It can be observed further that by virtue of Eq. 36, 38, and 42

A X L + (it+ (t ) --+ bx(to) ) - (nI,(O) + bx(o)"A 0o k0 
(44)

or, if zero initial conditions x'(0) = x(O) = 0 are assumed,

=k 0t0 x(t)dt + (t,(to) + bx(%) ) (45)

The quantities to x(t)dt and x(to) whicb appear in Eq. 42, 43, and 45

are directly measurable from recorded data, and presumably the parameters

m, b, and k would also be known. If x1(t.) could be estimated from given

data, or if x'(t.) were known to be nearly zero, then in principle 8 M,

8 and IA could be determined from Eq. 42, 43, and 45. It should be

noted that under the assumptions made in this section, x'(t 0 ) and x(to)

will approach zero for t -0
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Model 2

The proof of the result (eq. 7) for system 2 may be carried out in a manner

entirely similar to that for system 1. The solution x(t) of Eq. 3, with

initial conditions (Eq. 4), is represented as the sum of solution h(t) of
the homogeneous equation (with initial conditions, (Eq. 4) ) and the solu-

tion y(t) of the original nonhomogeneous equation (Eq. 3) having zero

initial conditions. Again, splitting IM into two parts,

IM IMh + My

The result for model 3 is applied to conclude that

IMy Y 2 (0) IA

where Y2 (O) is the frequency response function of system 2 evaluated at

W= 0. Because, as noted earlier,

2()= 1
( a(iWf1 + a n(iWY'- + ... + al(iW) + a.

Then, Y2 (0) = I/a and therefore

1 (46)
My a A

To determine IMh, the homogeneous equation

ahn )(t) + anlh (n1)(t) + ... + ah(t) 0

is integrated over the interval 0 ! t ! T to obtain

h1t)dt 1 (anCn + a n c .. + alcl)

0 o n

1._a (a h(n-l)(r) + a 1 h(n-2)(r) + "' + a h(7) )
a nn-1
0
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where h(J)(t) - dJh(t)/dtj and c. - h(J-1)(O); j = 1, 2, ... , n. If thisJ
system is stable in the dynamic sense,* then as 7' the terms within the

second pair of parentheses approach zero, and
0

= =h(t)dt=- (ac a c + a (47)
0a n n n-i n-i0 o

Thus, from Eq. 46 and 47 the desired result is obtained:

-I - I + ( - ... ( + alcl)
= a A a n n n-1 Cn-1 i

0 0

For this purpose it 9s sufficient to assume that the (generally complex)
roots of a >nna -1 _an + ... + a X + a = 0 have negative real parts.
For model 1, which corresponds to the case n = 2 in model 2, the assumption
b/ > 0 which was made is equivalent to the assumption that the roots of
XT + bU + k = 0 have negative real parts.
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ANALYTTCAL DNAMNICS: SPECIFIC EXPRYSSIONS

FREE VIBRATION WITH VISCOUS DAMPING

With reference to Fig. 5, a spring-suspended mass, m, is considered free to

vibrate vertically in a medium offering a viscous resistance, i.e., a resis-

ting force proportional to the first power of the velocity. Such resistance

is usually termed viscous damping. The mass of the spring itself is con-

sidered small compared with the suspended mass, so that the discussion is

concerned with the motion of a single particle. In this case, if the mass,

m, be displaced any distance, x, (within the elastic range of the spring)

from its position of equilibrium and then released, it will begin to move

under the action of a resultant force.

X = -kx -ci (48)

where

k = spring c-nstant = force necessary to produce unit extension of the sprin

c = coefficient of damping = magnitude of the viscous resistance at unit

velocity.

Newton's second law of motion states that when a force acts upon a given

particle, that force produces an acceleration of the particle in the direction

of the force and proportional to its magnitude. For the force expressed by

Eq.48, the equation of motion become.:

mR -kx - ci (49)

Dividing through by m and introducing the notations

k - •and 2- n (50)
m m

the equation may be written in the form

k' 2nk + (*2x = 0 (51)
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EQUILIBRIUM
POSITION

'M I
Figure 5. Simple Spring-Mass System, Free Vibration

Thus, for free vibrations with viscous damping a linear differential equation

with constant coefficients is obtained.

As a trial solution of Eq. 51, take

x Cert (52)

where

r = a constant.

Substituting this trial function for x in Eq.51 results in the auxiliary

equt . •an:

r + 2nr + = (53)

This equation determines two values of r for which expression(52) can satisfy

Eq. 51:

rI + 4-÷ _7

r 2 -n _ ýn2 "?, (54.)

Hence, the general solution of Eq. 51 becomes:

x - Aerlt + Ber2 (55)
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where

A and B = arbitrary constants of integration.

To attach any physical significance to this solution, two distinct cases

must be distinguished, depending on whether the radical Pn - ;7in

Equation 511 is real or imaginary, in other words whether tu>wor n < W.

EquatLion 5O indicates that this depends on the relative magnitudes of the

damping coefficient, c and the spring constant, k. Generally speaking, a

large coefficient of damping and a small spring constant will result in

real values of rI and r 2 , while, for the reverse of these conditions, rI

and r 2 will be complex numbers.

Case 1, n > W

In this case rI and r 2 have real values. To evaluate the constants A and B

in the general solution(Eq,55)the initial conditions of the motion must be

knoim. Assuming, as a pa-ticular case, that

x = x0 , i = 0, when t - 0 (56)

it is found by direct substitution into Eq. 55 and its first derivative with

respect to time that:

A r2x0 B=+rlIx 0 (57)A =-B= +--- 77
r I-r2 r I-r2

For these values, Eq. 55 becomes:

rX0r2 - r2 erI ()

,-r 2-

In connection with this solution, it should be noted that both rI and r2

are negative, r 2 being numerically the larger. Thus the displacement x

has the same sign as x0 and approaches zero as a limit 6hen t becomes infinitely
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large. The motion is not a vibration at all but simply one in which the

suspended mass, after its initial disiplacement, gradually creeps back toward

the equilibrium position but takes theoretically infinite time to get there.

It results from the fact that the damping coefficient is too large compared

with the spring constant and is sometimes of practical interest in con-

nection with certain types of electrical measuring instruments such ,i the

galvanometer. In the case where n = CP, aperiodic motion is also oAiricd,

and the corresponding value of the damping coefficient c = 2nm becomes

c = 2 wa (59)

and is called critical damping.

Case 2, n <

More often, the case is encountered where n < Wso that the roots r1 and r2

are complex. In discussing this case, it will be convenient to change the

form of Eq.55 to indicate more clearly its physical significance. Remembering

that the concern now is only with the case where n < u, let

J- n 2 . 0 2 (60)

Then expressions in Eq. 54 become

r = -n + iWI

r -2 -n - (61)

where

i - l2--T

and Eq.55 may be written in the form

X -ent (Aeiwit + BeiWt) (62)
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Using the known relations

iz
e =, cos z + i sin z

e -z= cos z - i sin z (63)

Eq. 55, in turn, may be written in the form

= -nt (C1 cos W1t + C2 sin WIt) (64)

where

C and C2 = new arbitrary constants.

To evaluate these constants, assume now the initial conditions

x = x0 , * = *oP when t = 0 (65)

Then substituting Eq. 65 into Eq. 64, together with its first

derivative with respect to time, there is obtained

x0 nx0

C = x 0 and C2  i: 0 x+ 0 (66)
1 1

and the solution becomes

x= -nt x0 co.l W t +Q0_+_flXO. (6)7)

The general solution (64) can be represented in another form by using the

relation

cos (6 -0) cose cosO + sine Pin;P (68)

to obtain

x = Ae-nt Cos (Wt -a) (69)
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where

SC2  new forms of the arbitrary constants.
X -tan- C I

Using the values of C and C2 from expressions (60, these new constants become

Au ÷2 +(o ) (70)

and = tan-( r) (71)

A displacement-time curve plotted from Eq.69 is seen to be vibratory in

nature and represents so--called damped free vibrations. Equation (67) is

therefore the expression for the vibratory effects of ajy initial displacement

X0 or initial velocity i., when t = 0.

FORCED VIIIRATION, GEXNrL DISTURBING F1RCE

l4hile damped free vibrations are important, there are many cases fur which

thz dilferential equatim, of motion(51) of a spring-,suspended mass in Fig. 6 a

takes the more gencral fom:

Y+ 2ai + Wz=q =f Mt (72)

where

q the disturbing force pcr unit of suspended nano.

In dzaling with this equation, a procedure some'hat different from that used

previously will be followed. Rýeferring to Fig. 6b, it is cssumed that the

disturbing force, q, per unit of mass is-given by a curve AB. At any instant,



Sqdq

qdt'

EQUILIBRIUM4
PýPOSITION A

Figure 6a. Spring-Mass System, Figire bb. Force-'rime Analog
Forced Vibration

t', consider one elemental impulse q dt' as represented by the shaded strip in

the diagram. This one impulse imparts to each unit of mass an instantaneous

increase in velocity d5 = q dt', regardless of what other foiccs, such as the

spring force, may be acting on it, and regardless of its displacement and

velocity at the instant t'. Treating this increment. of velocity as if it

were an initial velocity (at the instant t') and using Eq. (,7, it is concluded

that the corresponding dispiacement of the spring--suspcnded mass at axiy

later time, t, will be

-n(t-t') g sin (t-t') (7-5)

Since each impulse q dt' between t' - 0 ind t.; = t ha.% a like effect, there it

obtained, as a result of ihe ccntinuous action of the disturbing force q, the

total displacement

I j qe--n(t-t') sin W(t-t') dt')

This expression still does not include the effect of any initial displacement

x0 or initial velocity i0, when t = 0. These ef'ects, howeverf are ex&ctly
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those represented by Eq.67 ; hence, for a complete sohltion of Eq. 72. there

in obtained

X- • ' X cos W t + +X--X. sin t 4 qe(')in I(t-t')dt

(7,3)

At first glance it might appear that the first term in this expression

represented free vibrations and the lant term forced vibrations, but this

is not quite the case. Actually the first term represents only the effect

of initial displacement and initial velocity; the last tera represents the

complete effect of the disturbing force q -- f(t'). The disturbing force

produces, on its own account, both free and forced vibrations and all this

together is accounted for by the integral in Eq.75 , i.e., by the solution

(74). For this reason, Eq. 74 and 75 are especially iseful in studying the

early effects of a disturbing force before damping has had timz to dissipate

the free vibrations.

For convenience in further calculations, jt will be helpful to transform the

integial in Eq. 75 as follows: Using the relation

sn (,it - W t') ý sin W t cos Wt' - cos Wt gin W•t' (76)

The comple~e solution is given as

x n e F0 )lX

-ntsin Wit Ft. nt'
+ - f qe cos Wt' dt'

-nt

C - coa WIt jO nt'f-0  qe sin W I t' dt' (77)

Application of this expression to rectangular and trapezoidal force-time

inputs will now be made.
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APPLICATION OF MMTIIOD TO RECTAINGULA AND TR•ALPEZOI•' AL VfOIDr rwTnh rv

RECTANGUILAR FORCE-TIME INPUT

Application of Eq. 77 for a rectangular force-tmLe input to the spring-masa

system provides a relatively simple demonstration of the mathematical method

and the results obtained by its use. Although stepped inputs are not

encountered in actual rocket engine performance evaluatins, they are em-

ployed for test stand dynamic evaluation tests by the use of fracture links

and snapped wires. Figure 7 shows the shape of the input force-time curve.

The ce.nstant-level force duration is arbitrarily taken to be great enough to

dibsipate essentially all cscillation of the system produced during the up-

step by the damping (always present in some degree) by the time the down-step

occurs at the input force termination. Separate evaluations of Eq. 77 for

the two steps are made because of the difference in initial conditions and

load existing at the instants the two steps occur.

Q
F0 7

Figure 7. 1 orcu-Time Input, Eectangular

Case ),Ste ped Loading

FO
Initial conditions rt t = 0 are-x 0, i 0, and q =- is constant during

0 '0 M
the loaded phase. The subsequent displacement, x, of the mass, m, using

Eq. 77 is

from which is obtained

-ntt

-~ Q r at nsnst.WC(79)
n n sin W t)Cos 1t1
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Multiplying this displacement equation by the spring congtauit, k, and

utilizing the relations

kx= wF-, a k --- -1 (80)n2' 22

where

F - force indicated by the spring

there re ults

F -F --n sin t - e nt Cos()
11

By integration of Eq. 81 for the duration of the applied step loading an

expression is obtained relating the impulses of the actual input force

and the force measured by the spring.

ft r• t t fot e-nt sinot te_ Cst0 F dt=F 0  dt - •- sin F1t dt - f 0 t cos t Wit dt

S0O(82)

Since the actual impulse in this case is IA = F0t, Eq. 35, using the
t

notation for measured impulse, IH = J 0 Fdt, provides the expression

S -t nwt 2ne-t Cos t+
IM- IA o- 2 L" J• ,n t-cs + 2n

11

(83)

Equation 83 indicates that the difference between the actual and measured

impulses (error), for the duration of the step]2e. loAdnn, is a function

of the force level, the damping, the damped natural frequency tand the force

duration time.

Case 2, Ste iped Unloading

Taking t - 0 at t•e instant of system unloading the initial conditions are
taken to be a0  -• , k0 - 0 and q - 0. Although a zero initial velocity,

at the stated displacement, would theoretically require an infinite time to

obtain, by damping, subsequent to an upstepr, it is en irely realistic and

practical to regard it obtained in a finite time. Fox example, examination
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of the derivative of Eq. 79 shown that x • 1046 in/sec in 2 seconds after

a 10,000-pound stepped load is applied to a 175 cps system damped only

5 percent of critical damping.

The subsequent displacement, x, of mass, m, again using Eq. 77 in which

these values are substituted, is seen to be:

F et
F0 e-n [cos Wit + n sin W t] (84)

t

Again utilizing the relations kx F, IM = Fdt there results

Sl e sin W t - 2ne -a cos Wt + 2n] (85)
kM n 2L+ W -2 1

and since IA 0 for periods subsequent to the stepped unloading, Eq. 85

represents the error incurred during the time t after the down-step. By

inspection of Eq. 85 and 85 it is seen that the two impulse errors asso-

ciated with a rectangular force-time input are equal in magnitude and

opposite in sign, for equal integration times subsequent to the two steps,

and result in a zero net overall measurement error by the system due to

mechanical response. The only restrictions incorporated in tile foregoing

application were (1) a constant-level force duration long enox,gh tocbtain essen-

tially static equilibrium by the time of the down-step and, (2) an equal

integration time after the down-step. Of course, equal-time integrations

for stepped loading and unloading of the system and the statement k° - 0

at the time of the down-step are equivalent to stating that the system is

once again in static equilibrium by the end of the integration 2 erformed

after unloading. The purpose of the foregoing exercise was to examine

the relation between system design-excitation and measurement errors,

through a breakdown of the over-all integration into separate integrations.
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TRAPEZOIDAL FURCE-TIME INPUT

The use of Eq. 77 for the more general caae of trapezoidal force-time inputs

consists of its successive use with each of the four separate phases of the

system excitation, identified by reference to Fig. 8. Phase numbering is

based on symmetry considerations rather than on chronological order. The

force-time input excitation consists of two ramps, one up and one down,

separated by an intermediate constant-level force whose duration is again

great enough to obtain essentially static equilibrium at the time of occur-

rence of the down-ramp. Force-time inputs of this type provide useful

analytical approximations to rocket motor thrust-time curves.

0
Kt1

II 3 4 2 4
B t

t 1--t3 - -- z t4 -- Vw

ligure 8. Force-Time Input, Trapezoidal

Phase 1: Startup Ramp

Initial conditions are x0 - i0 0 0, and the excitation force is Q Kt,

where K is the slope of the ramp, during the time period 0 ! t A t 1 . On

substitution of these expressions into Eq. 77, the displacement x of the

mass m during phase I is given by:

KentLoi F i O~ t'e ' Cos 4it' dt' - cos cajtf 0  Ves
(4i,

sin 4&t' dt'] (86)

which results in

Ke-t 4 1t e nt 2nýent -1 2 -2) Ain wit -2ntý cos ý

""= L;n+ Z2 (n+ ) (87)
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On multiplying this equation by the spring constant, k, and utilizing the

relations given in Eq. 80 there is obtained the expression:

2Kn(e -t co. CU t - 1) K(n 2  W-2) e-nt sin t (
F= Kt+ 2 2n 2 2 (88)

The expression relating the impulses of the applied and measured

startup forces is obtained by integration of Eq. 88 to time ti, that is,

tl t2n t1  2 ,2 ,t1f Fdt = Kf tdt 2 2n 0  dt KI - )(n 2+4 I) rf0 si t +0 0 n+0 2 dt 2 +1 e sin Y~dt +

ti

-22Kn • 2 -O nt co Ut dt (89)
2 2S0 • cosCJ dt(9

The integrated result, utilizing the expressions for measured and

actual impulse during phase 1, respectively 1H =I Fdt and 1 Kt2

provides the error expression:

E 2Knt K [n(n• 2 3w 2 ) A•) " sin Ctl +E 1 n2+ +ý 2 L e

(3n 2 - %2) e--tl cos 4ti - 3n 2 + 2] (90)

Eq. 90 shown that the impulse error incurred during the startup phase is

a function of the slope of the startup ramp, the damping, the

damped natural frequency, and the startup duration time.

Phase 2, Cutoff&Mp

Kt 1

Initial conditions are 0- k 1 0 essentially, aud the excitation force
KtI

is Q - t- (t 2 - t) during the time period 0 5 t " t 2 . As before, thv state-

ment i 0 is considered entirely realistic for the contemplated system and

its excitation. It will be demonstrated later that no measureable error is

incurred by stating i - 0 at this point of the contemplated trapezoidal exeit-0

ation ef the planned total impulse measurement system.
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(hi substi tution of these expressions in FEq!. 77, t he displacement x of the

mass m during phase 2 is given by:

K -nt t

Kt1  K -nt sn ilt c lttdt

ts-nt ct + !Ile-nt sn

Kt e cos nt' te1 Cin (t'dt' - fx r I sit C ooB Wt'dt' ÷

WI15  JL 1 2 J

-nt
K e 1 O C*nit d I (91)

which results in:

-nntn

Kt e -nt Ktle I e'e - n sin (AIt + WI coo Wit
x k Cos W lt n n

"I ton 2nw, et (n2 -W2) sin Wlt - 2nW1 cos (At

t2(n 2+W 2) 2(n 2 . U2 2  1 (92)

On multiplying this equntion by the spring constant k and again• utilizing the

relations given in Eq. SO there ih obtained the expression:

2Kn(e-t c I I 2 _ WI I nt
WF Ktk jLKt + (93)

1-t2 2 +(A 2C, Wn4.W,2)2



The expression relating the impulses of the applied and measured cutoff

forces is obtained by integration of Eq. 93 to time t 2 , i.e.,

2 t2 •t2 2 n d 1+t -2

J0 F dt = Kt1 •0 dt K Knt + 2+t2 y- 0 dt -

K(n2 2 t t

Kn2 2 (t e~A sin wlt dt -

n2 ( -2 ft? cos Ct dt (94)n 270

The integrated result, utilizing the expressions for measured and actual

impulse during phase 2, respectively

IM j 2 F dt and I= - 2

0 2

provides the error expression:

2Kntl I tl K n(n 2 _ 32) -1t 2E2 -IA - nH-2 2+ U ,-' (n° o 2 sin C lt2
n +W % 1

(2) -nt 2  - (,3
3n2- e Cos 1to - 3n - Wj (95)
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Comparimrn iof tbh two error expressions for phases 1 and 2, Eq. (3 and 95

shows thai' complete cancellation of the two errors occurs for symmetric-il

startup o ,.atoff ramps (i.e., t1  t'2). With asymmetrical ramps, (i.e,,

t I t,,), incomplete cancellation, in genernl, results in a net impuilse

measuremenL error during theso two phasen of the systfem excitation. Simi-

lar results are now obtained for pharos 3 and 14.

Phasoe J, ('oristant-1,vveI Force

In ittii 10 it.i lI of Ihis4 phjiam are, obtained from thIe disphavcment cxpreom4mi30

(E'q. 871)a1d 1 it derwivat ive, at, the instant of t.ermi ati cn of pihase . The

Ses %I I t isM

S(,2 wi2 ),-tsii, W~ltI 2il~AIe(,-ntlt -2n4

2 4 fit 1 t t 1

"( 2 '. l 2 2
hl4 r(rn 4 11

-nt

SI f -- n, 1- 6 ') A t
L1 .. . . I., (% 1

The (,x(J. ai tion florcr is Q - t, dhr.ug (.the timo J)eriod 4.) ' t , t. 3' On Mubh-

tititutiora of, thcse vixretgiorw into Vq,77 , tii cation of 0.he-( rul ting

eqtuiation by tfhl mplring ckt'n 1., an, ad 11it. of the explemiiins il Eq. 80. the

expresntort for the mellnamred forcev, F, dlui"iirig plutime I 1:

-ll" (( C' 2 r; U- n(' C I t

1' - 'f.yi (,ON W t .-_ .!i, r t)W 9

whe. re C and C2 are, rempectiv,,ly, tClio Ur(:l','t Pt rms ii Eiq. 96 for, xe and

il. The impulse of the measured force F" during phaave 3 0L obtainedl by

the integration of Eq. 97 to time t Thl, resulting ',xpretsio, ui, ittJ lizink

the relations I M C F (it and IA K tI t , for ,he, meanured anrd actual

impulses, respectively, provides tChe error expression for, phase 3, as

shown fol lowing.
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E3 1 A - IM

-K Ifn _ 3%2)(e-nt s -at3 sin Wt )t

W (n2 - 1
2 )L (( sin +tI n 2Lt 3

u(ln 2- _ 2)(e-ntl cos Wit+ C- e-t3 cos Wt ) +

1(% 2 _ 3n 2) en(tl + t3) cos W1(tI t 3

n(3w2_ n n2 ) -n(tl + t 3 )sin W (tI t 3 )

% (%2 2 3n2 (98)

Equation 98 shows that the impulse error incurred during the constant-level

phase is a function of the system-excitation parameters previously stated

for phases 1 and 2 plus the constant-level duration time t 3 .

Phase 4, Post-Cutoff Period

Initial conditions of this phase are obtained from the displacement

expression (Eq. 92)and its derivative, at the instant of termination of

phase 2. The result is:

Kt 1  (%2 - n 29 ) t2 sin 2( - e-at2 Co_ wt•-1

0 I oi 2 n2 =w )t 2(n , WKtI -Ct 2 cos WOt2 ne-nt2 sin tIt 2 . 99
0 i 2 l t 2  1 2 2 ( 0)

The excitation force during the post-cutoff period is, of course, zero.

On substitution of these expressions into Eq. 77, multiplication of the

resulting equation by the spring constant, k, and use of the expressions in

Eq. 80, the expression for the measured force, F, during phase 14 is:

F = Kt1LC3 e cos W t ()1-nt sin Wt] (100)
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where C3 and C are, respectively, the bracketed quantities in Eq. 99 for

x0 and i0"

The impulse of the measured force, F, during phase 4 is obtained by

the integration of Eq.100 to time t V The resulting expression, utilizing

the relations IM = j~t4 F dt, IA = 0, for the measured and actual

impulses, respectively, provides the error expression for phase 4:

E4 I A - IM

K [(2 352) (-nt2 sin -nti sin Wt4)

= i (n + W "12 t - 3"' ( s + . --.. 'I

's(3nn2 
- W 1 2 ) (e-at2 cos (ýt2 + nti, c os CO td) +

-(52 _ 3n 2 ) -n(t 2 + t 4 ) cos (t2 + tY1 -

n(3w2 n2 ) -n(t2 + tO) cos WI(t 2 + Y

% (N2 - 3n2) (I01)

The similarity of the error expressions for phases 1 and 2, and for phases

3 and 4, suggests their joint consideration, and useful simplification is

obtained by expressing the damping parameter, n, and the damped natural

frequency h in terms of the damping ratio h - c and undamped natural
c crit

frequency . With reference to Eq. 50 and 59, the following expressions

are obtained:

n = e ii

""=Fl - h2  (102)1
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The use of these relations in the sum of Eq. 9 0  and 95 esults in the error

expression for phases 1 and 2:

E 1 + E2 = K 2 L h (3-4,2)C-hlsn4I1-1 +

-h2

th (3- 2 sin ct 2 -h2 +22

1 h2 (h 2  (e'Ilt2 cos 1)] 2 2

Because the actual impulse for phases 1 and 2 is given by

1~l2 1/2 Kt +2 1/2 K t t Ktl(t + t
IA_2 1 1 2 2 1 2

- 2 Q + ) (104)

the fractional error for phases 1 and 2 is

F E 1 + En 2(E] 4 (105)
F1,2 -I_2 -K tlt 2 t + 1)1

and on using the notations

II1 = 1-h

h(3 - 4h 2 )
"2 -1(106)

I13 _- 1
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the fractional error for phases 1 and 2 is expressed by

F -2 1 2 C sin W IItI - 3 -WtC tFI,2 =1 (c4•t cosWH 1~tI- )

W-t 1t 2(tt2 + 1)

2

sn112 1 2 31 2 ~

Similarly, for phases 3 and It

E3 + Ej-

E3 + l - 11 (3 - 4h ) ( sin WtA 1/ h2 3 -';t sn~ .. -h2 )
ui/1 - h1

1- h (',12- 1 )('-Whtl Cos -t 112 Wht 3 cos -2) -

I 1 (, h 0 - 1) e-W h1(tj + t3) Cos W•I t) 3 " h 2 +

h(3 -4 h2) e t1  t -i t, ) t / - 1 - h 2 (112 1) -

ti ()( 2 -Wht ( 2 -Whti 2)
t7- -1 (3 sin W t2 4,l - h1 e sin tt, 1 - h) +
2

[ h2 • h to 2 ,th)ti

JY (4.~ M-) (J -t Cos (A;~ t 2 Y i - h e CsWt12 -

'J- 1) e-W h(t t4) cos c(t 2 + tY) 2// -h2 +

,- J2 ) C-Wh (t2 + t 4 ) sin 4t, + t,) 1- 112 -

_ - - (' _i ) 2 (108)
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Beausethe actual impulse for phases 3 and 4 is given by

IA3-11 K tIt3

he fractional error for phases 3 and 4 is

E3 + E E• + ElI0

F E 3 4 (iE3l+Eo)
3,4 1 A3-4 K t 3 t3

.nd on again using the notations in Eq. 1 0 6 the fractional error for phases

and 4 is expressed by

(-Whtl s t + -ht 3 sin _ Hlt -e h(t)+t)34 t -{H,2( sin W HltI e si 0l3 -e hl+t3)cos WHl (tl1t3)•

H3 (-Whtl cos W I1 tI + eWht3 cos Ht3 t - e-hh(tl+t3)cos WH (tl+t 3 ) -

tl --t Iht,141 h(t2+t4)cs0H1(2t)-

-1 [H 2(ceht2 sin WHýt 2 + e sin Wilt4cos W H (t)+t

11 (3 e-Wht2 cos WHIr2 + e - cWht4 t - e cos W HI(t 2 +t 4 ) -01
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DISCUSSION

A discussion of the over-all measurement error is appropriate at this

point. I. begin, it should be stated that a methematical integration of

an indicated force-time curve performed to an infinite time will show that

no error occurs in the measurement of total impulse of any kind of

excitation of a spring-mass system. The purpose of this analysis, however,

is to obtain the expression for the error that is incurred for finite

integrations of indicated forces by a spring-mass system trapezoidally

excited. It is therefore reasonable to examine the sum of Eq. 103 and

108 (total'error) to determine if it does vanish for an infinite post-

cutoff integration time, t+" Accordingly, for t 4 -

K ,-_(A ht 3  -

E= =- E + E ' e sin t3,/i1 - h 2

T 1 2 3 4 z~Ll3

-Wh(t 4. t3) ,,-h2 - 0 _Wht 3  2
e sin w• (t 1 - t 3 ) . h1 _ h 113 k, cos 3Vt31 - h2

h(tI + tý)

e cos 1-(t1 - t 3 ) hi -I2 (112)

Inspection of Eq. 112 for total measurement error shows that E total - 0 as

tI + t3 - t The accuracy of Eq. 112 for the contemplated measurement

system and a very rapid transient excitation is demonstrated by the fact

that ET : 1.3 x 10-95 lb sec for t 4 = -, for a 175-cps system, damped

1O0 critical, subjected to a startup ramp of 10,000 pounds in 5 milli-

seconds followed by a constant-level force duration of 2 seconds.

Therefore, for all practical purposes, Eq. 103 and 108 regarded either

separately, or jointly for total error, quantitatively show the relation-

ship between measurement system-design parameters and total impulse

measurement errors incurred by finite times of integration for general

trapezoidal excitations. The only limitation imposed on the entire

mathematical development of these expressions is the statement of static

equilibrium at the time of the excitation downramp, and the insignificance
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of the error resulting from this assumption for the planned system

and its excitation was demonstrated.

Because percentage errors are usually more desirable than absolute

errors, Eq. 107 and Ill are of more interest for measurement purposes.

Values of error obtained by the use of these equations, when multiplied

by 100, will be in the desired form.

A few statements regarding the actual use of such a measurement system

are appropriate. Examination of the error expressions shows that the

actual operation of the system described will be governed by the level

of error that can be tolerated. The percentage of error incurred in the

total measurement, as shown by the sum of Eq. 107 and 111, is a function

of the system's natural frequency, W, and damping ratio, h, the

excitation symmetry ratio, t 1/t 2 , and the individual values of ti, t ,

t 3 and t 1. All of these design and excitation parameters, except t ,

are beyond control of the system's operator, once a measurement system

is constructed and put in use. Consequently, the duration of the post-

cutoff integration time will be the controlling operational factor in

holding measurement errors below a desired level.

Any decision regarding the amount of post-cutoff integration time, t4,

is consequently dependent upon the shape of the input excitation curve,

if errors are to be held to the desired level with the constructed

sys tern.
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ANALYTICAL DYNAMICS OF THE ROCKETDYNE

THRUST AND TOTAL IMPULSE MEASURENT SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

In studies associated with the design of the thrust total impulse measure

ment system for use at EAFB, it was desirable to develop a mathematical

model which more adequately describes the dynamic response characteristics

of this thrust measurement system. The development and analysis of such a

model is described herein.

Because the system which was investigated possessed nonlinear character-
istics, it was necessary to adopt a numerical approach for the solution of

the resulting equations of motion. However, if several appropriate simpli-

fying assumptions are made, it is possible to solve the equations in closed

form for a special case which is outlined in the following analysis.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

In systems of this type, it is customary to describe the mathematical model

by means of a network of springs and dashpots. In particular, the thrust

measurement system may be represented by two springs and dashpots as shown

in Fig. 9.

F (t)

/I x2
I Xl X2

Figure 9 • Two-Degree-of-Freedom System
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In Ftg. , the concrete block and load cell have been replaced by equiva-

].-nt springs and da.uhpot.m. The nomenclature if an follows:

M maat of the concrete block
c

c - spring constant for the block evaluated on the baaim of
mhear deflection produced by a thrut.1,

m anuim of entire motor and mount assembly

k spring congtant for load cell.

b,c damping coefficientm (including windage effects) of the
cell and block, respeCtively

F(t) applied thrumt

xlx,2- the difplacenenta of the block and load cell, rempectivoly,
from their equilibrium positions

It ahould be noted here that Me, kC, and k are assumed to be constants,*

wherean m, b, and c are vairiable quantitieN given in the form

m M(t)

b 14")

c)

DII V11,NTIAL EQUAATIONS OF MOTION FOL '1IIE SYSTEM

The equationu of motion are derived by Lhtgrange'N method, beginning with

the expresmions for the kinptic and potential energies of the syatem as

given by

' M ; -,I 'N x

2 k2 c I 2
V I ~2 k (x, (113)

-I2t

Variable k is tret ted in the final section of th is di.ucusiuionn
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The resisting forces may be assuraed in the form

fl c "(ý i)

f2  - b(i,,)),. (114)

Thus, in terms of the quantities P, V, and f., lAgrange'H equations of

mat'ion may be written as

d(~~f)Z2L ,5 +_L
- 1i 1 V

where Q e externally applied forces. With the aid of Eq. 113 and 114,

the coupled equations of motion for the system are

M + (k + k)xI - kx 2 + c(k1 )* 0

dt ('*2) + k(x2 - x•) + b(' 2 )'2 o - F(t) (116)

There are two sets of initial conditions associated with the system (Eq. 116)

to be considered in the preuent analysis:

1. iY(O) 0 * 2 (0) 0

X (O) O o (o) -0

2. ,•(o) 0o x.(o) o

"( ,(,,(U) u,) (117)

EVAWUATION OF SPRING CONSTANT

The concrete block is assumed to act as a beam built in at one end with a

concentrated load anting at the free end shown as follows.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I IIIft II



£ P

0O-h- -- 0

By definition, the mpring constant for the beam is

k C p/8 (118)c

where 8 is the static deflection due to a load P. Because the croos-

sectional dimenoions of the block are of the order of magnitude of the

length of the block, the deflection due to the effect of shear must be

included in addition to that due to bending,

From Hoef, 5 the following expression is obtained for 8:

3,3 [--1 1+ 0.71 )2  o.lo (h!)j (119)

where

E Young's modulus for reinforced concretec

length of beam

• moment of i nerfi. i or croH-teci Lon about axi. 00

(e•h)-(h/2)" 0 Eh/ 12
3

Thus, the equivalent spring constant for the concrete block in given by

k P/8
3E C 11'43 [1 1 0.71(h/.)" - . 10o(h1,A

C

-(1 , )E [-I f ,.71(h .)'o6 (120)
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A computer program han bhen writtn to solve the coupled sytelm (I"q. iII)

for o wide variety of functions m(t), F(t), b(i), and P(i). Parameter

studies and impulie error entimntte uning thin program will be dencribed

subsequent I y.

SPECIAL CASE: ONE DE(REE OF MRUEDOM, VISCOIUS

DAMPING, AND T'IIIE-VARYING MASS

If ,he assumption im made Cihnt the ,on r, ftie block it4 H ' "ti'.if' i " C hat ii .

motion can be neglected, then the mys9tem of eqnatitnn (Eq. 14) reduces to

a oingle-degre4-of-frPedom symtam given by

kImiA)) + kx,) b(lji)k, F(t)(1)

In addition, if the damping factor b(k )2 b - constant, and m(t) is

assumed in the form m - t 0 at, t < m K /a a > 0, the above equation is

]inearized and cloned-form nolutions are possible.

Considerinp, therefore, the linearPzed equation

(00 - a )V2 4 (b - aK)* + kx,, ~) (M122)

write a -, m - at0

Thum, Eq. 122 reducen Co

a 12 a22 &0n 1

where primee denote differentiation with respect to a.

a. I r (ab)/a

a.1/a
2

$:(,) F =o.5..... )

I I~ l I I I I I I I I I'i l I I Ia



Equation 123 may be identified with an inhomogeneous Bessel's equation of

a special kind. The homogeneous solution (x2)H of Eq. 123 is

(X2)H [AJ(Vi) + BY ( ](l-al)/2 (124)

where JV and Y are respectively Bessel functions of first and second kind

of order 1.

1) = b/a

S- (2/a)V

Applying the method of variation of constants, the general solution to

Eq. 123 is:

b/2ar-b/2a

(8-Vy)dy + 17 a Y ($v/ (y)y_ JL (0-v§y)d] (125)
mm

0

In terms of the time t, this may be written as

x,(t) = (mat )bo/2-[A V-(8 0a-t) * BY) V (-V0t)

+ TT a.a(m -at) b'2ao (0 m -at) - b/ )Ya
00 j 00

0

- Iraaa(m -at)b./2ay (%/mo--a t) jot (mo-aT)-b'12aF(T)J(v( mo-a'r)dr

(126)

The constants A and B are now to be determined from the initic.1 conditions

stated earlier in Eq. 117.

Case 1

i,(0) - 0 - x2 (0)
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It is readily shown for these conditions that A =B =0, and thus the solu-

tion is given by

x() =waa(m _at)b/2aEj1 ,(O/1ýTt) S (mo~aT)-b/2aF(,r)yv (8,/V-ar)dTr
-~ ~ t? (~'7) Sm arb/2aF~ v~~T (127)

Case 2

:k2(0) = 0 x 2 (O) u2

These conditions yield

(M )b/2aLAJV,(8mlV) + BY =O/,

(b/2a)(-a)(m )(b/2a-l [AJ (SN1m7) + BY (,6r_

+ (m 0)b/'2a[AJ¶ (It + BY t~ 0

Solving for A and B obtains

A (~ ~ 12/2 (m0)(a-b)I/2a Y(,~

B = -(Tr Ou 2,/2)(m 0)(a-b)/2aJL V-1(0%/M-) (129)

Thus, x2(t) is given by

x2(t) = (mn -at )b/'2a (Ir~u/2)( ) (a-b)/2a [JV(ON7-at)Y (O,/-)

+ ra a~~a)b/.2a~tj ( v ~ ) -. m r b,/2aF(,r)yv B ' ~

-_ t ) (m-~aT)b/2aF (7T)J~,R'~~
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The solution for this special case should provide some insight in inter-

preting the results of the numerical treatment of the general case

(Eq. 116).

MODIFICATION OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION

FOR VARIABLE SPRING CHARACTERISTICS

If the load cell spring exhibits nonlinearities, the equations of motion

derived earlier must be modified by assuming first that the force-displace-

ment relation for the spring is given in the form

f kx + O x3

where. k and o are constants to be determined from information given by the

lcad cell manufacturer or from direct static calibration.

Thus, the potential energy stored in the load cell spring now becomes

x 2-x 1

V = s x f dx

1 k~ - ) 2 +I c(x _x ) 4 112 2 1 421- 2 k(x2 X1) + -~ ~ 2 x)(131)

With this modification of the potential energy, the revised equations of

motion are:

Mc1 YI+ c( 1 ) 1 + (k ck)x 1 - kx 2 - &(x 2 -x 1 ) 3  = 0

d- (iMn2 ) + b( 2 )i 2 + k(x 2 -x 1 ) + a(x 2 -x 1 )3  = - F(t) (132)

The coupled equations (Eq. 132) represent a two-degree-of-freedom system,

with the specified general type of nonlinear damping, the load cell spring

of which has the specified general type of nonlinear force-displacement

characteristic.
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DESCRIPTION (F COMPUTER PROGRAM

Introduction

An IBM 7094 computer program has been written which numerically integrates

the preceding equations of motion (Eq. 132), determines the cumulative

impulse, and estimates the error in the latter. The program includes a main

program and four subprograms, all written in FORTRAN. In operation, the main

program simply calls the principal subprogram, SOLVDE, once for each set of

data. A brief indication of the operations performed within each subprogram

is given below.

SOLVDE

SOLVDE is a subroutine-type subprogram which serves the dual purpose of an

executive routine and an integration routine. It is executive in that it
"reads in" the input data and control cards, prints out headings and results

according to the control cards, and calls the other subprograms. In solving

the differential equations, it uses Runge-Kutta type integration formulas.

A Runge-Kutta technique was selected for convenience of starting the solution

and because of its natural stability property (such tecniques are always

stable for a sufficiently small step size). Because various forms of the

integration formulas are given in the literature (Ref. 6 and 7), the for-

mulas are written as follows, in vector notation, with no further discussion.

The coupled equations of motion are written as one equation:

5 = G (t, x, i) (133)

where x, x, ;, and G = two-dimensional vectors. The given initial condition

on the displacement is:

X(t 0 ) x (134)
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The step-wise integration is performed accordingly as

Xn+I= x + hi + h (A + B + C)nl n n

in+1 i + (A + 2B + 2C + D) (135)

where

A = hG (tn' Xn, n n)

B = bG (t n + --h h, + A)
n 2 -n x 2 n n+

h h h BB = hG (t+ , x+ h, X x + TA +

D h

D = hG (tn + h, x + h i +-i B, C) (136)n n 2B in

and h = the step size.

RTSID

RTSID is a function-type subprogram which is called by SOLVDE to evaluate

the right side of Eq. 129. It has arguments i, t, xl, x2 , :k' and *2' and

hence evaluates the ith component (i = 1,2) of G at the specified values of

time and of both components of x and i. The proper evaluation requires

information regarding the time variation of the system parameters and input

excitation. For the system-excitation combination under consideration, the

mathematical expressions for time dependence were:

1. Mass of entire motor and mount assembly:

M~t = m 0- at for t .- tB

-at B for t tRB

where

m = initial masso

a = burning rate of propellant

tB = cutoff time
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2. Thrust excitation (trapezoidal):

pt P P(t 3 -t)

F 'I I 3 t
Flt}t

tO tI t2  t3

P for t < t
tI 1

p for t 1 -t t 2

F(t) -

p(t -t)

t 3 _ t2 2 3

0 for t3 • t

where p, tl, t 2 , and t 3  = inputs to the program.

If a more general thrust function is desired, it can be put into tho pro-

gram in tabular form. A modified version of RTSID has been written which

evaluates F(t) by linearly interpolating this table. In all other respects

the two versions of RTSID are identical. The trapezoid in the above ligure

used by the modified version by inputting the table given as follows:

t Ftt)

0 0

t1 p

t 2  P

t 3 0

t 4 0

where t must be at least as large as Nh; N is the number of integration

steps of size h.
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Daulpinn

The danping functionn b(i,2) and C(kO) aunociated re•prctiveiy with the

motor-load cell combination and the concrete hlock, were, expromemd in the

following formn:

bi•i A tanh (ini i ) c {
(1 1,1') ( 1

This expreami on im ve rnatile in that e i ther 1k constn 1. damping copeft I virnt.,

f., cnn he iised (A. 0) , or ther fun ct, on cavn herome arni trbri y vI o.re if t

sitep funclion wit, h a discontinuity sit i 4).

IMPIS in a rsubroutine, type of rnbprogram which roiiitjinl the cumulative

impulse to timo T, mathematicaily expremmed by

I(T) r, (k • ,) • t I ,(, .. , (. ,, l s

and which also ept,iinmtes the error incurred, exprommod by

E(T I v X (C)) tif (13())

where T '• t and k and CV are defIned by tihl fre--dl piheement rolation

f kx (,0)

It nhould be emphan izt- d that the kind of' error ideniiftifid iN Lhe e11ro1

incurred only by failure to matihematlcally integrate to infinity to obtain

the maximum value of I(t). A mathem, titil integraoiln Iniherontly compenr

sate. for the nonlinear forvce-di.-ipheome-nt criaraetlFriutiuOf of lhe .4yotm. Ari

electronic integration of an indicated frir'ce-imne plot., by meakni fi" only it

vol tagp--control led one i ]ilator arid i countoel c• linnot, Mel rt, e tile •er'orn

incurrpd by dova rture from cAI i hVhIaL i. n I illn l I, ty f' rolm t. he pri'orm' ii ('ir relld
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by preimture te~rmina tion (if i At~egrnlt.iotn. Add itional inaformatjion wouIld

tiec.' tnair ii have to. he rtzpp lied w ith AN% elpi-r t nic in'iitegriatLioni of n ilyat~er

1-1-1%mting a ~ nonl Ii nt-r force- Ili r-ýp in 'mrl it chara C Pe mt ic , if ac eltrate MPHLN-

iiremniutn of t obt 1 irnpu1r iUri to lip Acieviedu . Conti jijer aI, IlP romp!I i rati on of

otiqi i pme it ,w I ~I d( bhp in vi I v p4 wi Lb I Chr nrarep nit ry AiltI onut.a t, r I, ret 1Iron ii - rompen-

q itt.i oi. lieuter, All 1 iomrIiblv f fori was r made if) tlea vu dPRItlfl 1.0 Obta il

it I (iiii ce I I nd(1 VI altge'-eont~rol 111dl~ 1)41 it 110rl WlIt )I tile higlieffl pMa1n iblPl

dogy-er of' I iiie~it-kty , ill or-dr' to nvo III Clita cvpa of Hygt~oa vomplex ity, To

obta in inf ormati (i n regard it CM he error' atinoc int. f.d wi Lh Mgt e lPertronni into-

grat.ion (if Al thrust. Q gnitl obta ined from a tit atem eoxhihi t ing a tnonIin@ itr

en I ibirnt I. oin C r. ora l s't it tv r P Ag i,, a tin I odid it ii eg rat. amwi of' t, i h e it ri m I uea ina

for nevitral valups of departayro from a Linear charactelA~tic, sporifically:

in whirth several valuen of IN are utilized. The practical usefulness of

thin kind of comaputation results from a judgment of the allowable error of

thin ty-pe, before a lond-oeil replacemeint or syotem mechanical realimunient

is required.

Additionail remnarks are appropriate to the discussion of the "norm P type

of error, obtained by termniaation of tho integration.

The integrand of Eq. 138 oscillates about zero, for t 0 t 3 with the area

of each lobe sniller in magnitude than~ the jarecedlrtg one andi eventually

tending to mero. For this reason 1(T) van be treated an a convergent

alternating series if the values of the integration limit, T, are required

to correspond to %ero values of the integrmad, The maximum error term of

Che serios in the area A(T) of the next lben, no tust thc impulse error

(Eq. 139) in relatod am follows:

I (T) 1 0 A(T) 1 (142)

Thet output of Cho iIMJ1U9 snbprogratim in a tali C of the va ltii. of timlae 1,

((hrra,51 )1114ing to Clho zvrn vale 1 ie Cf he IrateM ratia, aina the rairrenpond lug

Lv -ltitmil if I (Ti), A(T), andl 1040 A (TI)~I ('I) . The I at. eri vali to in aHep pe rvent
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of Pryor in the mpamnire~l tottal impulse atinociated with termination of the

in tograt ion. The trapozoidal rule in used for the integrettion. .teitce, i r

the ntep mize uneed in too large-, the computed values of A(T) may not hp

Monotoricl olly decrenning in' magnitude. ilowever, if the inetegration in SOLAVDE

han been attlib e, the computed valIue--A of A (T) will man i Ce.1 n genera I

decreamn jg trend.

(MlTOU T

According t~o previoum- optitina, determined by inpit, patrameters, SOLVDE can

call the nuihrout~inp mhr(UTT to give cathode ray tubo displnym of the detlee~-c

ti on of the' l oad cell anvd, if dem iri-d, orf f-lko det leeiiot. of the. corncrete

bl ock. Eaph dietplay in rhotogroaphod no that, the restiltet ere preserved on

9-inch by 9- inch phot~ogralihp. CllT(0T determines the Healing, dennity of

this pointa, pet. , according to input parametorm. The polintm are connevted

with lines; using library tape subprogramn.

APPLICATION OW TIIEORY TO THE

ROCKEVIDYNE SY8TIM

Nutzuroumn orubitiat tonn of donign and operational Ilarametorn have boon pro-.

ceneted in the computer program to wake, a prolimlinavy deteemination or the

accuracy oif tio~ wpanuroment of total impultie. Thto vari ouv parameteor values

tuned in theme determinat.ions reprpmneut the berit. isininble oatitml~en, prior

to the actual construction and teti~nA tif theo moamixromont nymtemf, or thosen

variablew. Th@ piarameter valutim limted in ('ane IA below wurp regarded am

nominal valuen and roost, of t~he romputer "raunn" for came I conanitted of

varying one of thom nk eretmetern while holding the ottierm at tho nominal

va luan. To vonnervo vomlitit lug time, f, )wam held at. two opcnndn for most,

or the ruon hecetune the woreit porcent, errorn are annociated with the nhort-~

ant excitation timee, other paurameters being held conmtant. Inputi excita..

tion t inem oif ri and 101 movorudn wore a Ino computod withb approprineto corro-

npond inA vetlIues of CID Cot.~ and propelIlant hunirnlg rate (a), TPhe parameter

vetlkuen alid filinni'lt it~ed implo I me' error1 11-4111,l 11 I t~ed inl Canie Ill HrV rd!ntri V1.0d

to Chose of' I i near (v i n oumn ) d timji ng , li iuear I oad.-ve II d i p larement I. hrare-

teml intlE, Ic i, and Va-irthil 1, Motor Mman 4'u-lriug 4ex( j t,411, itoil. C,,ne 2 corlitlialni



values associated with nonlinear system calibrations and r.onlinear damping,

together with the associnted impulse measiireswmet. errors.

Case 1: Linear (viscous) damping and linear system calibration

A. Nominal values of parameters (Run No. I)

M mass of concrete block, 397 Hlug.i (1 ,5OO pounds)

k spring constant of concrete block, 1.02xlO lb/ft
c (50 times stiffer than load cell)

• -conntant dampig of concrete block,cl 1.•412 x 101 lit mec,/ft (damping ratio - 0.175)

c9 2 constant damping of load cell, 1.2 x 103 lb sec,/ft

k spring constant of load cell, 2.04 x 10 7 lb/ft

M 0 initial mass of motor and mount assembly,
0 15.55 slugs (o00 pounds)

m° atb terminal mama of motor and mount assembly,

13.35 slugs (430 pounds)

p amplitude of applied thrust., 10 pounds

t rAlro time of applied thrust, 0.005 second

t 2  . cutoff of applied thrust, 1.95 seconds

t3 total time of applied thrust, 2 seconds

x(O),*(O) ., initial conditions, 0

The renui]a obtained with the above nominal value@ of parameters are given

in the accompanying plots (Fig. 10 and 11) of load cell and concrete block

dimplacement and in Table 2. An error if only 0.00117% im incurred by

terminating the integration convcu vrrtntly witli motor hurnout (2 secondn).

B. Other values of parameterm (all those not listed were held

a t the norminal values): I i li ii Me(i errors are tinose in curred by

to -M i Ila ti fig i it C0g rntt, i o 1 it Cf b% I r I I I I I a .41-co~t~n ) .

Run No. 2

con4114 •-C' hi ock i ampi fig I.' X 10 x 11 ) i 144 ft."l It... ,,I,, ,,,, ,f,,,i lt



Impil or error (ait 2=oeconuo ini egRTalt.io till1ime): -0.-00119I%

Run No. 3

C, corwret~e b)lock datmping, 2 lilt) x 10 lb I, ec;/'ft'
(0,more Chan normalI)

lHIM No.h

kV - concrete block spritug constant., 6. 12 x 101Ih/I flhf.
(only 'I timen sf1 ffer than l oaud rel 1)

ci wa voncri-te hilock damping, 4.4h~P w 10 toIh ~ev/f t.

lmpu I c rror (at. 2-4econdq in tegra t. ion I ime) :-0. O000991%.

Run No. 5

k concretep block ispring const~ant., 14.014 x 10 l b/ft.
(200 times mt-itffer Chan load cell)

c ~concrotoc block damping, 1.624. x 10 lb1 s10/ft

Impulse error ( atC 2-mrrovid i ntegra ti oi timp) -0. 00 1 on

Run No. b

'1,2 tA load cell damping, 1.029 x 10 lbit tiee/fIt
(damping ratio -0.030o)

lapul"" Prror (at. 2-tiecontid hit egr tti on t-imv): -~0. 00ii11Q(A

Rtkn No._ 7
C'2 load rell dtimping, 1 .171 x 1 11) Flb a/ft.

( dampivig rnto in 0.040.

Imptilne error (tit 2.-siwovidi in te4grat~oi on ime) -0. 00111%

tRun No. 8

k load vtC I sprinug uvn t~avi I, 1 .8 x 107 lb/ut,
C l oad cell dlampin g, 1.121 x 10 ) lb Her/ ft.

2 (damping rat~io -0.035)

Impulse. error (atit 2-spcondn1 il teogra t-tol timle) -0.0011 17t

Run No. Q)

j) ~' amp Ii t-ide (if app Ii el Ch run t., 15)00 peouu(h6

Impuils Pwviror ( nt. 2-i4PCOMIM i t1 I-grAtI101 on liMP): .. 41.1m 1'7%



Run Nc. 10

tI - rise time of applied thrust., 0.02'5 maconds

t 2 - cutoff of applicid thrust, 4.95 pecondn

t3 total time of applied thrust, 5.000 necondo

a propollant burning rate, 0.-44b7 mlugs/Fec

Impulne error (at, 5-9econdn inte•grat, i mn t, io): 0.00031%

Run No. 11

t - rlat. time of applied th-ust, O.OFO second|

1. -2 ,uf.loff time of ttppli.id thru. f,, 9.90 secondis

t .• total time of applied thrunt, 10.00 moetonds

a propellant bunting rate, 0.22122 slugm,/nec

Impulse error (at O1s0econds integration time): .0o,000h%

Case 2: Nonlinear damping and/or nonlinear system calibration

Rp , Ne 12 (nonlinear load ceIl dampIng)

A., maximum change in load cell damping, 342.9Q lb isec/ft

Br2 rapidity of change in load cll damping, 10 2 see/ft

(damping ratio Is L.; ()q 4(1,0)

[Impuols error (lit. 2-woeundn integration timp):, -o 0.0113l

Run No.- 15 (nonlinear foroe.-utaplaement relation)

Nonfitearity coefficient, -7.'5 X 10 l0b/ cu ft

lmpulue error (at 1.-.e•c'ond integration time): -.0.08I1%
(@rror caused by uning l ine'ar val ihration)

Run No, 1._ (nonl inear force-diaplarnemnt. equattion)

Nonlinear oieffivient, 11 X I0112 1lb/cl ft,

Impulge error (at. 2 -secondls Integraia.Ituo i.,): -I , H2

(error causied by uoing IitiecAr calibratioin)

Run No. l i (both damphi g and forit' l .d Illa' m'nt ,,onlnar)

A2 a l 11•2 noawe as ini Butti No. 12

Sawy as Run No. Ili

Ihpulno orror naw' an t I litivu No. Ilit

"/ rj
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TABLE 2

TOTAL IMPULSE MEASUREMENT DATA

(CASE 1A: NOMINAL)

Integration Cumulative Error, Error,

Time, seconds Impulse, lb sec lb sec

2.0000 19725.2 -0.23 -0.00117

2.0025 19725.0 0.20 0.00103

2.0050 19725.2 -0.18 -0.00090

2.0075 19725.0 0.15 0.00078

2.0100 19725.2 -0.13 -0.00067

2.0125 19725.0 0.13 0.00064

2.0155 19725.2 -0.10 -0.00051

2.0180 19725.1 0.089 0.00045

2.0205 19725.2 -0.078 -0.00039

2.0230 19725.1 0.067 0.00034

2.0255 19725.1 -0.063 -0.00032

2.0285 19725.1 0.050 0.00026

2.0310 19725.1 -0.045 -0.00023

2.0375 19725.1 0.039 0.00020

2.0360 19725.1 -0.034 -0.00017

2.0385 19725.1 0.032 0.00016

2.0415 19725.1 -0.025 -0.00013

2.0440 19725.1 0.022 0.00011

2.0465 19725.1 -0.020 -0.00010

2.0490 19725.1 0.017 0.00009

2.0515 19725.1 -0.015 -0.00007

2.0540 19725.1 0.014 0.00007

2.0570 19725.1 -0.011 -0.00006

2.0595 19725.1 .0098 0.00005

2.0620 19725.1 --. 0086 -0.00004

2.0645 19725.1 .0074 0.00004

2.0670 19725.1 - .0070 -0.00004

2.0700 19725.1 .0055 0.00003

2.0725 19725.1 - .0049 -0.00002

2.0750 19725.1 .0043 0.00002
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TABLE 2

(Continued)

Integration Cumulative Error, Error,
Time, seconds Impulse, lb sec lb sec

2.0775 19725.1 -. 0037 -0.00002

2.0800 19725.1 .0032 0.00002

2.0825 19725.1 -. 0030 -0.00002

2.0855 19725.1 .0025 0.00001

2.0880 19725.1 -. 0022 -0.00001

2.0905 19725.1 .0019 0.00001

2.0930 1¶775.1 -. 0016 -0.00001

2.0955 19725.1 .0015 0.00001

2.0985 19725.1 -. 0012 -0.00001

2.1010 19725.1 .0011 0.00001

2.1035 19725.1 -. 0095 -0.0000C

2.1060 19725.1 -. 0082 0.00000

2.1085 19725.1 -. 0077 -0.00000
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THEORY AIND APPLICATION OF

PARALLELOGRAM COMPRESSION-TYPE FLEXURE

SUSPLNSION SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION

Analysis of compression-type flexure suspension systems was made primarily

for design clarification purposes so that a suitable suspension system

could be provided for the BATES motor in the Rocketdyne-designed test

stand. The need for such analysis was established by the dual design

objectives of high system dynamic response to transient thrust forces,

and a high degree of linearity in the measurement system indications of

static forces. These two objectives resulted in the proposed use of a

load cell having no compliant in-line flexures or ball joints with a

motor suspension system whose operational deflections resulted in suit-

ably small load cell bending stresses. The objectives were accomplished

through the use of a flexure system whose static translational and ro-

tational stiffnesses were suitably related to those of the load cell.

The design criterion was based on the load cell electrical response to

the bending moments imposed on it by mechanical system distortions re-

sulting from motor thrusts and weight changes, calibration forces, and

thermal expansions. Accordingly, mathematical expressions of the flexure

system translational and rotational stiffnesses as functions of flexure

component and system dimensions were derived. The complementary stiff-

nesses of the proposed load cell and its associated electrical responses

were obtained from its designer, the Baldwin-Lima-llamilton Corporation.

The load cell-flexure system combination was then examined to determine

the flexure system dimensions which produced a force and moment distribu-

tion yielding the nece..:. , low level of load cell bending moment associ-

ated with the needed low level of measurement error. The results of

this process consequently yielded the proposed flexure system design,

and the steps in this process will now be discussed.
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DERTVATION OF FLEXURE SYSTEM STIFFKh0S EQUATIONS

With reference to the figure below and Fig. 12, the following equation

in which E = Young's modulus and 6 = deflection, have been developed

for a flexure-strut combination.

Vertical Stiffness
FT

RIGID MEMBER

ELEMENTAL

W W FLEXURE

2 2

L STRUT

S~W

ELELM EMN TAL
RIGID MEMBER FLEXURE

1. Each pair of elemental flexures: FT

E _ FT/wt FTE == 6 /• - 6 wt
-V 11x 1 v

Vertical deflection:

8 F = T t, 1
v E wt

2. Strut:

E = F FT/WT FT L
0"/ L = 011 /-L = 5'vWT

Sv v
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Vertical Deflection

FTL

6I F TL
v E WT

3. Total vertical deflection of a flexure-strut combination:

2FT • FTL

6 =2 6' + &' = T + T

v v v E wt E WT

F TC2 t L N(14i3)
6 v E ;7t- WT)

Therefore, the vertical stiffness of the combination is:

kt FT E
v 3- = 21

v 1 L;t 7 - (14)

Because two flexure-strut combinations are incorporated in the parallelo-

gram suspension system, the vertical stiffness of the flexure system is:

k 2E
1 L

-t + WT (145)

Horizontal Longitudinal Stiffness

SI I

1-L l- --L
M I- -_• __. . • , • _ • e p,,e q; n - T X

-'1 I• •l ,6C
I2

I TRUT •,a•. •...-

FLEXURE FBH
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Tn the case of a composite beam constructed of two relatively short,

rather thick, flexure sections separated by a long, thicker strut, all

junctions of the sections are builtin and the displacement of the movable

support is considered to be translation only (no rotation). The curvature

of the entire flexure-strut combination is therefore symmetrical about

a line through the center inflection point C, parallel to the planes of

the two supports. Consequently, the displacement of the movable support,

associated with the bending force FB, is twice that of the center point

C. Considering only bending of the flexures, the vertical reaction at

the fixed support is R1 = FB and the couple exerted by the wall is M =

-FB (L + 2/-). The bending moment at any cross section mm of the flexure

adjacent to the fixed end is M = M + Rx. Using the well-known differ-

ential equation of the deflection curve of a bent beam,

d~v

EI 1 d- = M (146)
1dx2

there is obtained, by substitution for M:

EIl = -FB (L-+ 2tl) + Frx (147)1dx 2 B=

where II is the moment of inertia of the flexure section about a horizontal

transverse axis through its section. A first integration gives the slope

equation for the flexure section:

El1 dv = -FB (L + 2t¾) x +F (148)1I dx B I14S)

and because dy/dx = o at x = o, it follows that C1 = o. A second inte-

gration gives the bending deflection equation for the flexure section:

2 3
El1 y = F (L + 24 1 ) x +F x + C (149)

and because y = o at x = o, it follows that C2 = o. The slope and de-

flection of the bent flexure section at the junction point P at the end

of the strut are found from the above equations by substituting x -

Because for small angles tan P L 9, it follows that
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slope

deflection

_ FB (Ltl2 +Ll) (150

6 1= (10
p EI 1

However, for beams whose thickness is an appreciable fraction (> 1/10)

of the length, a substantial additional deflection is produced by shear.

At the point P, the slope and deflection due to shear alone are:

di k FB

kFB I

p AE 051)

where

A = cross-sectional area of flexure

E = shear modulus8

k = numerical factor (3/2 for rectangular section)

Consequently, the total slope and deflection of the flexure at point P

due both to bending and shear is:

slope

9 =

p p p

-F (L 1  21 kp BEI 1AE
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deflection

8 6 + 8"
p p p

1 5"L •,2 + 5 t,i3 k i

6pBC EI I ý AEs(52

The deflection of the strut in bending is obtained in similar manner.

The vertical reaction at the end of the strut (point P) is R2 = FB and

the couple exerted by the flexure is M = -F B (L + I-). The bending

moment at any cross section nn to the left of the center point C is

M = M2 + R2 x, where x is now the distance of section nn from the end

point P. Again, using the differential equation

EI2  d 2  = M (153)

dx

there is obtained, by substitution for M:

El 2  d2 = -F (L B+ x (154)

where 12 = the moment of inertia of the strut section about a horizontal

transverse axis through its centroid. A first integration gives the

slope equation for the sLýrut section:

d 2

2 dx FB + x + FB 2 1

and because

=_ at x = o, it follows thatdx p

12 k El2

1 -F 1i 2 AE ] (155)
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and therefore:

2

EI d~d = -F (1, + tl) x + F --
2 dx B L B 2

FB [(-12L 41 2A, 2)+ ElA (156)

A second integration gives the deflection equation for the strut section:

2 3
x x

EI 2 y = -FB (L + 41)2- + FB 6x-

F 1 2 k 2F BL 1 1 (L 1+ 2- ) + AE ]x + C2

and because y = 8 at x = o, it follows thatP

[12 k El2 •L

12  = +F5 t132 +[(L 1
3 ) + 2 ]s (157)

and therefore:

2 3 12 + 2
Ei 2 Y = _FB (L+I)~2- + F - F -El _F (~t 12 6 B 1 121

1 2L11
2 ) k ET2 2' 1"-FB 12 (LI2+ _ + AE J (158)

Because the strut thickness-to-length ratio is small (< 1/20), deflection

due to shear is negligible and the deflection of the bent flexure-strut

combination at the center point C is found from the above equation by

substituting x = L. The result is:

L[ + + Lt, + 1 +

8 o B 4 8 E 1 61 2 82

(159)
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The total deflection, BP of the flexure-strut combination in the horiz-

ontal longitudinal direction, is, by .ytmnetry considerations, twice that

of point C, and the stiffness of the combination is, numerically:

FB El2

BL 12I 2 7 2 5 3 3 2k EI2 t-
2+ 1 1A

(160)

Because two flexure-strut combinations are incorporated in the paral-

lelogram suspension system, the horizontal longitudinal stiffness of the

flexure system is given as follows, where

3WT3
1 t3 12 12=2 A =wt, and k = 21 12 2 12' 2

have been substituted:

k = 
2 EWT 3

S L 3  2  123L2 L 2 5 3] 3____T

2L + 3L 4  L + 12 3 L- + 2 1 1 +E wt
ts (161)

Horizontal Transverse Stiffness

Y8/

/FLEX M

I M FS
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In the case of a beam which has a large thickness at all parts compared

to its length, so that the deflection is due both to bending and to

shearing, the composite beam consists of relatively short, deep flexures

separated by a long, deep strut. All junctions are builtin and the dis-

placement. of the movable support is again considered to be one of trans-

lation (no rotation). The curvature of the whole flexure-strut combina-

tion is therefore symmetrical about a line through the center inflection

point M, parallel to the planes of the two supports. The deflection of

the flexure-strut combination is due in part to bending, 6" , and in part
B'

to shear, ', of both the flexures and the strut. The deflection due

to bending can be stated by using the expressions already obtained,

with regard to the proper expressions for the moments of inertia I1 and

I which are now
2

Il-1

1 (162)12 = 12-

and the expression for the total deflection of a flexure-strut combina-

tion due to bending alone:

-F, , FT + 31,2  + 12 T 3 ( 2t'l2 + 7 Lt, 2  5 t,3 )S 2  l tw3

ETW
(163)

The deflection of the flexure-strut. combination due to shear is obtained

by the use of the expression dYi/dx = kF 'AE s with both the flexures

and the strut. where:

dvl
dx = slope of the shear deflection curve of the section considered.

k = numerical factor by which the average shearing stress must

be multiplied in order to obtain the shearing stress at the

centroid of the cross section. (k = 3/2 for a rectangular

section)
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F = shearing forces

A = cross-sectional area of the section considered

E = shear modulus of the materials

For a single flexure,

- I )f sl 2 s (164)
1,7 f= x wt Es

and fo.r the strut,

dv 8
s2 _ 2s (16)

11Td-- L - WTE
s

Therefore, for the two-flexure-strut combination, the total deflection

due to shear is:

3F 31 -F L
6" =2 + 6 2  s 2 s

s s1 s2 wt E WTE

3F I L
8"_= s -l L4) (166)
s 2 E wt WTS

Thus, the total deflection of tihe combination, due to both bending and

shear, is:

8's = 8B" + 8"s

6 + 6W •7"

SL3 + L 'I + 12 •t3 (L2 +1 , Lt -41 -* i

2- tW3 1 3 1

ETWh
3

5 •1 1
I L)

2 F w'r

(167)
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Because two flexure-strut cowbinations are incorporated in the parallelo-

gram suspension system, the horizontal transverse stiffness of the system

is:

2F 2ETlW 3

kT Y 2.2 7 3)" 3 (l L' 3
8 50L+ 3L+ + t) + 2Es I• LWJ

1L+L tW3 1 21 31 2-,+T'

(168)

Rotational Stiffness Aaout Horizontal

Transverse Axis

Rotational moments about a horizontal transverse axis displace the

flexure system in tension and compression, and because two flexure-strut

combinations are equally stressed in opposite directions, the suspension

system stiffness expression is:

FT D FTD2 D2TT = T= D-
T k

vd2

2" , (169)

Rotational Stiffness About Vertical Axis

A transverse couple about a vertical axis displaces the flexure system

in shear-bending, and because two flexure-strut combinations are equally

stressed in opposite directions, the suspension system stiffness

expression is:

F D F SD D (170)
v D=• 2 is k2 T
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T D2 ETIW 3

3 T 3  
____ _,2_ 7__ EV l 1v 12.1 • (L2 •L1 +7 2 -.Q13) 3E'[h 3 (¾~ _ ".

51, + 6l1,t+ 2 -- + 2I + Kt +

(170 Cont inued)

Rotational Stiffness About, Horizontal

Longitudinal Axis

This stiffness expression was not developed because moments about this

axis are not expected to be encounterpd in appreiihble amounts, a,,d

also because the lop," cell respanse to torsio al moments is negligible.

The flexure system stiffnesses, expressed by the ;receding equations,

are related to the corresponding load cell stiffnesses by the design

requirements based on measurement errors. The complementary B-L-H1

proposed load cell stiffnesses are given below:

1. Axial stiffness: k = 1.67 x 106 lb in.

2. Transverse stiffnesses: k = kT' = 10b lb in.

3. Rotational stiffnesses: 1 '. T = = 25 x 10) lb in. 'rad

The electrical responses of thE- load cell to transverse loads and

bending moments are as follows:

1. A 500-pound transverse load, or a moment of 2q00 lbin., cause-s

a maximum sensitivity change of 0.15' of full scale.

2. Cell responses to torsional (twistinz) moments are negligible.

DETER•ITNATION OF FLMIFRE SYSTL'1 STIFYNI<<

REQjI RFYENTS

The design of the flexure system is largely determined by the anticipated

deg,'ee of departure from a perfect thrust calibration and measurement

system. An ideal svste•r is one in which no-error calibration forces are
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imposed exactly on the axis of a noncompliant force-measuring transducer

which responds only to axial forces, connected to a suspension system in

%/hich the motor thrust axis is perfectly aligned with the ideal transducer.

With such a system no errors would result from misaligned calibration

links or motor thrust axis, and the load-measuring traniducer would

identically indicate equal calibration and thrust forces. The linearity

of the transducer calibration would be solely dependent upon the trans-

ducer linearity itself. Hlowever, actual calibration and measurement

systems employed for rocket motor thrust determinations must necessarily

depart somewhat from the ideal system described, and the purpose of

this discussion is to identify the nature of the departures and quanti-

tatively describe their effects upon the calibration and measurement

svstem accuracies.

Identification of Causes 9f Bending Moments

It should be stated, first, that an accurate employment of a load cell

is obtained by merely imposing identical load conditionq upon it, during

calibrations and measurements. With only an accuracy requirement,

the presence or absence of transverse force-s, along with couple bending

and/or twisting moments on the load cell is not material, provided that

the transducer loading conditions are duplicated in the calibration

and operation of the meavuroment system. However, the calibrations

of such systems are, in general, nonlinf'ar. Accuracy plus linearity

in the calibration and use of a system requires considerably more

attention to system design detail. All direct-reading electromechanical

transducers require axial compliance in some degree for their operation,

and they are sensitive in some degree to transverse loads and couple

bending moments. The cause of such loads and couple moments is not

only fabricst ion and assembly tolerances, but also Gperational variables

such as shifting motor thrust axes, decreasing motor weight (burning

solid propellant) and differential thermal expansions. Because these

loads and moments result in calibration nonlinearities and measurement
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errors, it. is useful to list and quantitatively discuss their sources

as follows:

I. Bending moment produced by flexure system axial stiffness

2. Constructionally misaligned calibration and/or motor thrust

forces

a. Horizontally and or vertically offset forces parallel to

load cell axis

b. Forces angularly inclined to load cell axis in the horizon-

tal and/or vertical planes

3. Motor test and environmental conditions

a. Decreasing motor weight (burning propellant)

b. Shifting motor thrust axis (unusual propellant combustion)

c. Vertical and/or horizontal differential thermal expansions

Ten or more sources of load cell bending moment have been identified,

and it. is useful to regard them as equally probable. As already stated,

2500 lb in. of bending moment on the load cell produces a possible

0.15% change in load cell sensitivity. Load cell sensitivity changei

are directly related to calihration and measurement nonlinearities and,

therefore, measurement errors. Because it is desirable to limit the

t.otal possible error, due to load cell nonlinearities, to values of

0.011 or less, it is appropriate to require that the maximum transverse

load and the maximum amount of bending moment necessarily supplied by

the load cell with each single source be limited to 10 potinds and

50 lb in. respectively. In the following discussion, the individuai

sources are examined and the flexure system stiffness requirements

are determined on the basis of these limitations.

Flexure Svstc;u Stiffness Requirements

Flexure system stiffness requirements will be determined on the basis of

errors produced by the most unfavorable circumstances of system
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construction and operation. Considering first the forces ana moments
which can occur in a vertical plane containing the load cell and motor
axis, in tile figure below, the concrete abutment is considered fixed, and the

initial motor weight is simply supported on the flexure system beneath

with no associated restraining forces or moments supplied by the load

cell. If a weight W1 is subtracted from the original weight, the changes

in flexure force are F1 and F respectively and the associated transverse
1 2

load and pure moment supplied by the load cell are R and M, respectively.

M OTO0R + Mi
cg- ABUTMENT

At equilibrium,

W' =FI + F2 + R

RS (F 1 - F2 ) D/2 + M (171)

A 70-pound weight, change due to burned propellant should be considered,

letting S = 24 inches and D = 30 inches. Because both a transverse

load and pure moment are supplied by the load cell with this single

source, the maximum permissible values of R and M should be 10 pounds

and 50 lb in., respectively.

Then:

70 = F1 + F2 + 10

240 = (F 1 - F2 ) D/2 + 50 (172)
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Therefore, F + F2 = 60 and the flexure system vertical stiffness is
seen to be about six times the load cell transverse stiffness. In the

same manner, (FI - F'2 ) D/2 = 190 and the flexure system rotational

stiffness about a horizontal transverse axis is seen to be about four

times the load cell bending stiffness.

In the next case, (below), a perfectly aligned 10,000-pound calibrating

force compressing the load cell and deflecting the motor flexure sus-

pension system in the thrust direction is considered. Denoting by f the

backward force exerted by the flexure system, it is seen that fh = M = 100

and for h = 15 inches and M = 100 lb in., f A" 6 pounds. Therefore, the

axial stiffness of the load cell should be at least 1700 times the

flexure system horizontal longitudinal stiffness.

MOTOR LOAD
CELL

10k

h 4 M ABUTMENT

f

X X

Next, a motor thrust force of IO,O00 pountds vertically displaced a

distance d from the load cell axis is coi.idered ( below ):

S LOAD
MOTOR_, - CEL

Cg .000 LB.

7ABUTMENT
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At equilibrium:

FI - F2 = R (173)

and the moment equation about cg is:

10,000 d = (F 1 + F2 ) D/2 + M + RS (174)

Assuming that d = 1/4 inch (abnormally large misalignment) and

S = 24 inches,

2500 = (F 1 + F2 ) D/2 + M + 24 R (175)

So that the transverse force R and the bending moment M supplied by

the load cell are 10 pounds and 50 lb in., respectively, the flexure

system rotational stiffness about a horizontal transverse axis should

be 44 times stiffer than the load cell bending stiffness, and the

flexure system vertical stiffness should be 15 times the load cell

transverse stiffness. By consideration of a 1/4-inch, horizontally

displaced, 10,000-pound-thrust force, the same conclusions can be

reached regarding the flexure system rotational stiffness about a

vertical axis and the transverse longitudinal stiffness.

On the basis of the foregoing considerations of possible misalignments

that can occur in motor test operations, the following design criteria

are given for the flexure system stiffnesses:

1. Vertical stiffness: about 15 times the load cell transverse

stiffness (same for horizontal transverse stiffness)

2. Horizontal longitudinal stiffness: about 1/1700 of the

load cell axial stiffness

3. Rotational stiffness about a horizontal transverse axis:

about 45 times the losd cell bending stiffness (same for

rotational stiffness about a vertical axis for transverse

couples)
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APPLICATION OF THEORY

Flexure System Design

The application of the foregoing flexure system design criteria was

made to the Rocketdyne design of a test stand using the BATES motor

for propellant studies. The practical use of the flexure stiffness

expressions suggests that suitable allowances be made for fabrication

equipment limitations. Accordingly, it was reasonable to inquire if

flexure dimensions that were reasonable from geometrical and machining

standpoints were adequate to provide the desired flexure system stiff-

nesses. Therefore, a determination of flexure stiffnesses was made

on the basis of the following dimensions:

1. Flexure component dimensions, inches:

t= 1/2

w = 16

t =1/'8

2. Strut dimensions and spacing, inches:

L = 13

W= 16

T I
D = 30

3. Material: steel, E = 30 x 1O0 psi and E = 12 x 106 psi

"rhe flexure system stiffnesses. along with the ratios of flexure s'ystem

to load cell stiffness that were obtained are listed below:
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Vertical Stiffness.

k= v 2E = 13.3 x 106 la/in.
v 1 L

t +

k
Ratio: k 13.3 (176)

v

Horizontal Longitudinal Stiffness.

kL = 32EWT3

L 0+3 2t+1 WT ( 2t,+Z7 ,2  + _3) + ¾

2 1 31 Esvt
vt3

kL = 1000 lb/in.

kL

Ratio: kF' = 1670 (177)kL

Rotational Stiffness About a Horizontal Transverse Axis.

D2 E
2( = /1 L

TT 3 x 109 lb in./rad

•T

Ratio: = 120 (178)
Ir0T
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Rotational Stiffness About a Vertical Axis.

S=aD 2 E'IW3

5L3  6L 2 /' 1  2t3  2 3 32TW (-+_

(L It 24 1: wt't i~t

" = 6.4 x 108 lb in.irad

Ratio: - 25.6 (179)

Horizontal Transverse Stiffness.

2ETW
3

kT = L3  3L2 12- (L2'- 7 1 2 3) +3EW 3 7

2 1 i•3 I 31 wt WTt•• S

kT - 3 x 106 lb/in.

kT

Ratio: kT 3 (180)kT

Although this last ratio is only 3, compared to the requirement of 15, it

is considered adequate in view of the magnitude (1,:4 inch) of the

assumed thrust misalignment.

Because the obtained ratios of flexure system stiffness to load cell

stiffness compare very favorably with the desired ratios, determined

on the basis of measurement errors, the stated flexure dimensions

are used in the suspension system design.

Flexure Bending Stress and Column Strength

Because the flexure system supports the motor and motor mount assembly,

an examination of the design was made with respect to flexure bending
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stresses and column strength. Considering the flexure system diagram given

in the figure below, the maximum bending stress of the flexure occurs at

the junction point, A, with the strut. Its value i3 obtained as follows:

E I 9( E)At
sin /AIW

I WP2P

(181) I LGh

where

M - bending moment at point A

I = flexure moment of inertia

6 = angle of deflection of the system = y/h

P = axial load on flexure

tI = flexure length

but

M = SI (182)
t/2

where

S = bending stress on flexure surface

t = flexure thickness

Therefore, by equating the two expressions for M and solving for the

stress S, there is obtained:

sy 3PE (183)

h ýw in ~.~~

and for y = 0.006 inch, h = 14 inches, P = 275 pounds, E = 30 x 106 psi,

w = 16 inches, t = 1/8 inch, and = 1/2 inch, the result is:

S i 15 psi (184)
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With regard to column buckling, the expressions for the critical loads,

P owhich cause buckling of long columns are given as follows for

various end attachment conditions:

1. One end fixed, one end free: P -
c (2,)2

2. Both end pinned: P -

c 2

3. One end fixed, one end pinned: P ;
c (o.7•)2

ff2E2

4. Both ends built in: P E
C (o.0 )2

where:

E = Young's modulus of elasticity

I = moment of inertia of cross section about a transverse axis

= column length

The application of these expressions in discussions of flexure and

strut design requires a judgment not only of the applicable expression,

but also of its limit of applicability.

Single Flexure. Considerations of the end conditions of an elemental

flexure lead to the use of the expression P = in order to remainc (2 •l)2

on the conservative side of critical loading. The limit of applicability

in calculations can be established by dividing the expression by the

cross-sectional area, A, and letting r = T'I/A. Then because the

critical stress is Scr = P cr/A, there is obtained

. cr (f;2 Ecrc
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This equation is applicable as long as the stress S remains withincr
the proportional limit.. For structural steel with a proportional limit

of 30,000 psi and E = 30 x 106 psi,

- = 50 (186)
r

Consequently, the critical load for a steel flexure with one end fixed

and one end free, having t1 => 50, is calculated from P - fET
r c (2t,)2

Now, because

'3 t

•1 2J.1 /3

r t

For the flexure dimensions 1•I 1/2 inch and t, 1/8 inch, the slenderness

ratio is:

•1 1.7

S= 13.6 (188)r

Because- < 50, the flexure will not fail in buckling.

Strut. Consideration of the end conditions of a strut separating two

elemental flexures leads to the use of the expression PC = L2E- to
L L
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remain on the conservative side. Thus, for a proportional limit of

30,000 psi for steel, it follows that.:

L - 100 (189)
r

Consequently, the critical load for a steel strut with both ends pinned,
hain 1 > 772EI

having r = 100, is calculated from P = 2e L2

For the strut dimensions L = 13 inches and T = l,. inch, the slendernesq

ratio is:

1- = 177 (190)r

I,
Because - > 100, the strut will fail in buckling before it fails in

rcompression. However, for a -trut with the stated dimensions,

P = 37,000 pounds or 135 times the n(,rma: weiLght supported by eachc

s trut.

Differential Thermal Expansion

It is useful to investigate the possible ve~rtical diff,-rential expansion

of the concrete ahu tmeit and the s1.,il-ahilmiuun mot or mount and sus-

pension svsteem. With referene, to) thlie i,211'E- b,.lhow, the vertir'-;l -xpansion

are calculated and compare(d.

LOAD CELL

MOTOR

ALUM. hCONCRETE
ALM. ABUTMENT

STEEL
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If the load cell attach holt.s are removed and the whole, sy'stem is heau ,.,,,

the vertical shift of the motor centerline is:

El-F - (li c + h ey') At. (191)

where

If = initial height ý'f steel flexure system

h = initial height of aluminum motor mount assembly

S= thermal coefficient of expansion of steels

eya = thermal coefficient of expansion of aluminum

At = temperature change

The vertical shift of a point of the concrete originally on a level

with the motor centerline is:

Fe = (if +h) c at (192)

U.sing the following values (from the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,

1960-61)

10N =I.0 x o in.; in. degrev C (!-.o x in- 0 in./ 'in. 'degree F)
10"()

=ci 24.0 x I in. in. dezre, C (1.5 x 10-6 in./ in./degree F)
0-• 10-6 ,

ey c 10 - 1II x 10 in., in. degree C (0.7 x in.'in./degree F)

and H1 + h; 32 inches, II = 18 inches, and If = 14 inches, and using the

average value nf rV , for a 25 F temperature rise there is obtained:c

F = 0.007 inch

E = (.0055 inch
c

Therefore, the indicated differential expansion of 0.0015 inch will

result in a slight up-bending of the local cell, producing a transverse
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force on the load cell. However, no change in the electrical calibration

of the load cell will occur because the load cell will be rotationally

positioned to electrically cancel the signals produced by the stresses

accompanying transverse loads and bending moments in a vertical plane.
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SYSTEM AND COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

The thrust total impulse measurement system is generally described in two

ways, functionally and constructionally (Fig.l3 through 15 ).

FUNCTIONAL

The solid-propellant motor, when fired, produces a thrust force which

compresses a strain-gage load cell, producing a d-c voltage which is

directly and accurately proportional to the thrust level. This d-c volt-

age equivalent of the motor thrust controls the generation of a train of

pulses with a repetition rate directly proportional to the d-c voltage,

and, therefore, the motor thrust. An electronic counter records the num-

ber of pulses produced during the propellant burning time, and the total

pulse count is directly proportional to the thrust total impulse. of the

burned propellant. The calibration of the entire electromechanical

system is accomplished by using hydraulic pressures produced by accurate,

remotely operated, dead weights and supplied to a precision piston to

produce accurate static forces. The transmission of these forces to the

motor support is accomplished by two long tie rods extending through a

concrete retaining abutment. The total impulse calibration of the entire

system is accomplished by counting the number of pulses generated in one

second by a specific calibration force on the motor support table. The

calibration constant is obtained by dividing the number of pulses gener-

ated in one second by the value of calibration force. To obtain the most

accurate use of the measurement system, calibrations are made immediatelv

before and after each motor firing.

CONSTRUCTIONAL

The general configuration of the mechanical system and components of the

20- by 5- by 5-foot, 22,000-pound, two-piece test stand is shown in

Fig. 13 . The large, 13-foot, 18,000-pound section consists of the

following.
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Figure 14a. Electronic Equipment Cabinet
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Motor Support System

The solid-propellant motor is directly supported by two adjustable aluminum

support blocks that enable alignment with the load cell axis. The support

blocks are supported by a welded aluminum I-beam and plate assembly which

includes a braced thrust plate in direct contact with the head end of

the motor. The entire assembly is supported by a steel compression-type

parallelogram flexure system which is compliant in the thrust direction

and rigid in and about the vertical and transverse coordinate axes. wevel-

ing jacks al, the bottom of the flexures enables the initial alignment of

the motor-mount assembly during construction of the system.

Thrust Dome Assembly

Motor thrust forces are conducted to and away from tire load cell trans-

ducer by a conical-steel load collector and a load distributor, respect-

ively. Symmetrical minimum-size slots enable the installation and re-

moval of propellant igniters in the motor head.

Concrete Abutment and I--Beam Frame

Motor thrust forces are transferred to a u.-.lded I-beam supporting frame

by a 5- by 4- by 14-foot, 11 , J0-pound riiinforced-concrete block. Forces

enter the block through 12- by 12- by 2-1 2-inch imbedded steel plates

and are transferred to the supporting frame through a 2-inch-thick steel

base plate. Reinforcing rod.3 '4-inch diameter. are spaced at b-inch

intervals from top to bottom and are welded to the base plate. The

10-inch-high, I-beam frame is constructed of three lengthwise sections

welded together by I-beam cross beams. Six tiedow-n bolts connect this

frame to the test pad.
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Culibration Piston A.4sembly and Tie. Rod.,

The hydraulic piston assembly is supported from the concrete abutment

and supplies coaxial calibration forces to the motor-mount assembly by

means of two rods extending through clearance holes in the concrete

abutment.

The smaller, 7-foot-long, 4000-pound, section of the two-piece test

stand consists of the following:

Master Pressure Standard (Dead Weight Tester)

This unit produces the accurate hydraulic pressures transmitted to the

calibrating piston. The production of the pressures is accomplished by

the placing of dead weights, with remotely controlled lifters, on a

piston in a hydraulic cylinder.

A hydraulic pump, operated either by a hand wheel or an electric motor,

maintains the proper supply of oil in the closed hydraulic system.

Weather-Tight Enclosure

The precision calibration system is protected from dirt and water by an

air- and water-tight enclosure containing two sealed access panels on

each side.

The general configuration of the electrical system and its components

is shown in Fig. 14 . The enclosure contains the load-cell power supply

and bridge balance, the integrating digital voltmeter which performs the

electronic integration of the thrust-time curve, control equipment for

the operation of the calibration system, and equipment which enables

satisfactory tape recording and playback of the pulses produced by the

voltage-to-frequency converter section of the integrator.
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REALISTIC ERRORS

A realistic error breakdown of the entire measurement system is presented

in Table 3

TABLE 3

REALISTIC ERROR BREAKDOWN

(Entire Measurement System)

Load Cell

Linearity, % 0.03

Hysteresis, % 0.02

Repeatability, % 0.01

Temperature (10 F), % 0.02

Bridge Balance

Resolution (Iv), % 0.02

Power Supply

Stability (2 C) % 0.01

Time-drift, % 0.01

Integrating Voltmeter

Linearity, • 0.005

Stability, • 0.01

Calibrator

Accuracy, • 0.05

Mechanical Misalignment

Total Error, 1 0.01

Dynamic Response to Rapid Transients

Total Error, % 0.01

Root-sum-square error, % less than O.C°
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LOAD CF(I,

"The precise determination of the motor thrust-time curve depends directly

on the quality of the transducer which converts moter thrust to an equi-

valent electrical voltage. The need for the grpatest possible accuracy

and linearity of this transducer is evidenced by the over-all .iystem

error limit of 0.1% in the measureament of the area under the HATES motor

thre'st-time curve (total impulse). Efforts to fulfill this need to the

grvatest possible degree led to direct technical discussions with the

Baldwin-Lima-.|lamilton Cororoation, Waltham, Massuchusetts. The result

of those technical negotiations was a proposed design of a load cell

with an accuracy exceeding that of the Baldwii..Lima-Hlamilton precision

units. The performance specifications are as follows:

Model: Special C3P2B (double bridge)

Full scale: 10,000-poundp compression

Full scale output: 3-mv'v input (±0.15%)

Input resistance: 350 ohms nominal

Nonlinearity (terminal method): less than 0.03% full scale

Hysteresis: Less than 0.02% full scale

Repeatability: Less than 0.01% full scale

Temperature effects:

1. On zero output: less than 0.15% full scale/lO0 F

2. On sensitivity: leqs than 0.08% of load per 100 F

Full-scale deflection: less than 0.006 inch

Important additional calculated data of this unit were obtained con-

cerning mechanical stiffness to transverse roads, benoing and twiating

moments, and are as follows:

Mechanical

1. The transverse stiffness is in the order of 1 x 10 lb/in. in

any direction for a load applied at the top of the 'Pell (5 inches

from the base).
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2. The torsional stiff less is in the order of 20 x 10 lb in., rod

3. The bendin, stiffness for a couple applied to the end of the

cell, tending to bend the axis of the cell, is in the order of

25 x 10) lb in. 'rad in any direction

Electrical

1. The cell response to a 500-pound transverse load is a maximum

span (sensitivity) change of 10.15% of full scale, and this

change increases and decreases sinusoidally as the direction

is rotated about the cell.

2. Cell response to torsion will be negligible

3. A moment. of 2500 lb in. applied at the end of the cell has the

same effect as item 1.

These mechanical and electrical data enabled an adequate design analysis

to be made of a suitable motor-suspension flexure system. Figure 16

shows the dimensions of the load cell and the detail of the special

heavy end mounting plates containing alignment center holes and threaded

holes for bolted attachments.

POWER SUPPLY

The low over-all system error limit of 0.1% in the measurement of thrust

total impulse imposes severe requirements on thhe load cell bridge ex-

citation voltage. Measurement-system accuracy is directly related,

through the load cell sensitivity, to the power-supply stability. Ef-

forts to obtain a suitable strain gage power supply led to technical

negotiations with the Systems Research Curpor-ation, Van Njus, California.

The result. of these discussions was a pr;)posed new des•ni of power supply

witbperformance specifications as follows:

Model: 3512

input power: 95-135 vac, ýio cycle



- 2-1/2 DIA. 3/8 -24 UNF=3B x 3/8 DEEP-
8 HOLES EQUALLY SPACED
ON A 1.500 DIA B.C

318 DIA x 1/2 DEEP- 2- 1/8 DIA.- TYP BOTH ENDS.
PILOT HOLE
TYP BOTH ENDS SURFACE X

3/8

2-1/2
(TYP)

(TYP)
5

0 0 (TYP)

_Igo 4 DIA.

ELECTRICAL CONN
(TO BE SPECIFIED BY CUSTOMER)

GENERAL NOTES
I. BEARING SURFACES 'X" ARE LAPPED AND

ELECTROPLATED WITH LEAD oOOI/.OO2 THK.

Figure 16. load Cell
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Out-put lPig ital ly Sev Ict able o to Is vdc , (0 to 200 mi I I iamlprer

Re RitlIa t i on: 0), 0I i-! arid '95 to 115 VaC

It lppIe : 0.05) millivolt tins

dc isolairioa: 10,0041 miegolims

'~t ai It ty: o. oo:5d c.

Noise at br-idge (350 olim'-ý): 2

Overload protpection: f1u'4ed

Ove rvol tage protectioin: im i t.8 out put. vol tage to is Vdc

Current. regi la ti on: avi ilab le by~ jump4-r]ing at rear, chags i

Size: 3-1 2- by H'- by 10-inches

This supply has a solid-state const~ruct~ion incorporating balanced differ-

entijal amplifiers anid temperature compensated :,efler circuitry for sta-

bility. Output voltage is digitally selected iha l-millivolt steps by

means of decade switching of precision voltage dividerg connected ini a

Kelvin-Varley arrangement. By accurate selection of close-tolerance

resistors, superior accuracy in obtainz~d arid resoliution to five signi-

ficant figures or one part. in 100,000 is more the~n adequate for the ap-

plication. Two excitation outputs atre available at. the rear terminals.

Isolation to ground is extremely high as a zresult, of design care ifl the

layout of the circuity componient~s and the ,init in mAde complet~ely float-

ing with reference to ground. Diesign care ig als o taken to keep capaci-

oive -coupling to a minimum. Excellent isolaticui to l ine is achieved by

using transformers with a complete~ly box-shielded primary. Special

features of overload protect~ion are included to limit, the supply output

to 18 volts, regardless of conditions, as a result of zener diode effect-

ing the feedback loop t~o the regulating serie-4 pass transistors. Low

ripple is achieved by heavy negative feedback coupled with preregulator

filtering. The digital programming portion of these units provi'Ie-r a

precision operation anid excellent application where, exact power Nettings

are requi red. operation is simple because the voltage desi red appears

immediately at the rear terwipfais after selecting the five front panel

knobs. This is a distinct advantage over a continuously variable control

because it takes time to reach the voltage Setting desiced as well as

expenisive additional readout equipment. The additional advantage is

that. any Specific --alue of voltage ca~i be selpcted giving operational
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simplicity anid P oIijna tion of error. This featur,, of excellent repeat.-

ability is useful in applications of repeLoting teat conditions.

Figure 17 shiows the general front panel configuration.

BRIDGE BALANCE

The over-all system error limit of 0.1 also imposeq severe -equire-

ments on the circuitry employed for the load cell n-',,ut zero signal

control. Bridge balance must be accomplished with a resolution of

approximately I microv-" t. if load cpll .Gi~nal .,rr-lrs of 0,01% ar. not

to be exceeded with 15u0-pound thrust levels. The Systems Research

Corporation, Van Nuys, California, propoged a design of an adequate unit

with performance and description as follows:

Model 4700

Input: Three wires to bridge

Resolution: Balance to microvolt with 350-ohm bridge

Size: 3-1/2 by 19- by 6 inches

Six front panel mounted controls will allow nulling bridge unbalances

to ±5%. Precision-tolerance resistors of excelleat long-term stability

are used throughout. Quality switches of low-contact resistance ensure

excellent repeatability. As in the power supply, the system used is

deocade switching of precision voltage dividers connected in a Kelvin-

Varley arrangement. Terminals are provided for a limiting resistor if

desired, otherwise these terminals are jumpered.

Figures 18 and 19 show the front panel configuration and circuit de-

aign and respectively.

INTEGRATING DIGITAL VOLTMETER

The measurement of the area under a thrust-time curve is readily accomp-

lished by the use of a voltage-to-frequency converter arid a counter. A

thrust (F) on the load cell produces a dc voltage (V) into the converter,

Si i i
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which in turn produces a pulse repetition frequency (f), and the indivi-

dual prlises are electronically counted. As a result, the total number

of counts (N) is proportional to the time integral of the force (total

impulse). Mathematically, this is expressed as

tb tb tb

N f dt= V dt C1 C2  F dtN fdt= 1 1 2
0 ~ 00

therefore

N = CIT

where

C = C1 C2

and IT Jo F dt

To comply with an over-all system error limit of 0.1% in the total im-

pulse measurement, the linearity and stability of the intugrating equip-

ment must be of the highest possible degree. Also, the total number of

counts obtained with the expected minimum thrust (1500 pounds) during

an expected minimum burning time interval (2 seconds) must be suffic-

ently great so that one count represents a negligible error when com-

pared to 0.1% of the total number of counts obtained. If one count is

required to be only 0.01% of the total number obtained (with the minimum

thrust and time conditions), then the total number must be at least

10,000 or 5000 pps. Consequently, any converter-counter combination

which yields 5000 pulses per second, with the minimum thrust levels to

be encountered, is adequately sensitive for the application. Linearity

of the converter-counter cewbination, like the load cell transducer,

must be the greatest tos~iti,, because nonlinearities occurring anywhere

in the system produce errarR i.J the total impulse measurement.
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The Dymec Model DY-2401 A integrating digital voltmeter, manufactured

by the Dymec Division of Hewlett-Packard Company, fulfills these re-

quirements when used in conjunction with the special Baldwin-Lima-

Hamilton load cell. Its superior linearity (0.005% is obtained at the

expense of sensitivity (0.1 vdc yields 100,000 pps), but because the

special Baldwin-Lima-llamilton load cell produces 54 millivolts with

10,000-pounds force, its sensitivity is sufficient to produce tie dt.-

scribed negligible error (0.01% with minimum thrust and time conditions)

with the one-count resolution common to high-quality electronic counters,

as the following statements demonstrate:

vco sensitivity is 100 millivolts---0100,000 pps

load cell 10,000--* 5'! raillivolt- -- 4,O000 pps

1500---'8.1 millivolts -. 8100 pps

0.01% of 1500-408.1 - 10-4 millivolts-- 0.8 pps

Therefore, in 2 seconds the total count is 1.b. Consequently, the

Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton load cell and Dymec integrating digital voltmeter

combination sensitivity and resolution are consistent with the assigned

error limitation of 0.01%.

The performance features and spe,:ifia(ions of th,. l)y•ec 241l A unit

include the following:

1. Better than 140-decibel erre'ii.i v-ommoia mode rejection at all

frequencies, including dt"

2. Active integration minimizes error caused by superimposed noise

and provides average reading of input over sampling period

3. Five-digit readout provides up to one part in 100,000 reading

resolution. Minor changes accommodate 106 counts.

4. 0.005% linearity, stability ±0.03% of full scale per day on

most sensitive range (0.1 vdc) with cons4 -,Ait temperature and

±10% line voltage change

5. Temperature sensitivity ±0.002% of reading per degree-centigrade
on the most sensitive range (0.1 vdc)
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CAIBIIRATIOiN NYSTEM

From a measurement aticuracy stanidJipoint , the most imporl ant, mi n Ic compon-

ent of the entire measurement system is the equipmcnt used for val lbra-

tion. The accuracy. linearity, repeatability, stability, and all other

instrumentation performance parameters, canl he determined only by reference

to an accepted standard. The over-all error of the system can be no less

than the error incurred in its calibration. Efforts to obtuin the most

precise force standard possible for this purpose led to direct technical

negotiations with the Ruska Instrument Corporation, Houston, Texas, The

result of these discussions was a proposed design for a combined master

pressure standard and a precision hydraulic piston for the production of

six forces in the 0 to 10,000-pound range. To obtain the most accurate

calibration of this equipment possible it was also proposed that this

equipment be calibrated by the National Bureau of Standards, Washington,

1). C.

The operating principle of this equipment. is the production of accurate

hydraulic pressures by means of precision dead weights supported by a

vertical piston, and the transmission of these pressures to a second

precision piston oriented to use the accurate output forces with the

equipment. to be calibrated. The application of this principle to the

calibration of a horizontal thrust ineasuring system constitutes the most

accurate method known for this purpose, because it. eliminates all pivots,

bell cranks, bearings, flexures, lever arms, etc., necessary to produce

horizontal forces with dead weights alone. The operational flexibility

of this equipment in the Bates motor test stand enables remotely controlled

calibrations of the entire measurenucit system to be made immediatelu be-

fore and after a motor firing, with II controls mounted on a single panel

and located with the remaining electronic equipment of t.he sycten,. Th"

calibration equipment control wiring will enable operating it from either

.ie test stand or the control rood.
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The specifications of the equip ,ent include:

1. Six calihration points: 1000-, 2000 , 11000-, 0000-, 800()-, and

10,000-pounds force (dead weights manufactured to the loal g

value at Edwards Air Forte base test site).

2. Accuracy of each force point: ±0. 01%

i . Resolution: 0.02% of full scale

?i. Float time of dead weight gage and force piston 4ylinder shall

be at least 1 minute for each calibration point

H. Hydraulic pump capacity shall be sufficient to provide at least

one complete calibration (ascending and descending), including

any leakage, without refilling

0. Visual means shall be provided at the control console to indicate

when the dead weight gage is floating and a calibration point

may be taken

7. Weights shall be applied in ascending or descending order select-

able through a multiposition switch

8. The piston cylinder of both the dead weight gage and force piston

cylinder shall be of the same material,

Figure 21 shows this equipment.
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CALCULATION OF COMPLETE SPRING SYSTEM

The mathematical analyses described in preceding discussions provided

the initial justification of the detailed design of the entire measure-

ment system. However, practical consideration of system and component

fabricatior) and assembly, system calibrat ion, and mot.or installatlon and

operation, require some deviation from the simple, ideal image of the

system as a 1- or 2-degree-of-freedom system. These deviations were

held to a minimum, however, not only to design tihe syst.em as close as

possible to the systems which are more amenable to mathematical analysis

but, more important, because the simpler the system the fewer sources of

error.

It is useful, therefore, to estimate the stiffness and weights of the de..

signed components so that a more accurate picture may be obtained of the

dynamic system. The purpose in such an effort is to (1) determine how

close the designed system came to the simpler models used in the mathe-

matical analyses, (2) provide a more accurate basis for possible addi-

tional analyses, if needed, and, (1) identify possible sources of unde-

sirable dynamic performance which can be corrected by minor changes dur-

ing fabrication and assembly.

CALCULATION OF COMPONENT STIFFNESS

Concrete Abutment

A

0 -= - P=-0 o000
T LB.

32"P

-'•~~ ~ Ftt •I
h

I I I I I I I I I t J J l , , , ,



The deflection of the concrete abutment, fixed at the base, is obtained

by the use of the following equation (Ref. 8 ):

6 p - 3 ÷

where

6 deflection of point 0 relative to base

P 3 static load (10,000 pounds)

E,EM . concrete modulue of elasticity (3 x 106 psi) and shear

(1.-35 z 106 psi)

I - moment of inertia (1/12 wh3)

k constant (3/2 for rectangular cross sections)

t - length of beau (32 inches)

A cross section parallel to base

Substitutin mfthese values into the equation yields the value of stiffness

oZ the concrete abutment.

"c 6 ft

Because load cell stiffness is k. 2.04 x 107 lb

The stiffness ratio is

k c 7.27 x 108

2.o0 x 107

- 3.56 x 10

k e
-- - 35.6
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Load Dintributor (SteeQ

10" X 14"

Conical Part. Area of elemental cross hatched circular slice dA 9rr 2

E =F/ Fdx: F dxF
E.ddx - d = d3-• r2

.. d - F dx
IE 2

r

The total axial deflection (8) of the conical part associated with

force (F) is

3
6 F• odxx)

WE 0 (X 2) 2)

6 F Q•

Cylindrical Part. Cross-sectional area is

A 
d2

E F/A Ft
E =-

,.FtFA

it l l i t i l t i t lt t l t t l t 133 t



Total deflection of load distributor obtained with force (F) in

VF Ft 1 30 t

10OWE -E! "l10WE E

Substituting the appropriate values yields the stiffness value

ki D 0 = 336 x 107 lb/ft

The stiffness ratio is

kk 3= 36 x 107 165

k 2.04 x 107

Load Collector (Thrust Dome)

The stiffness of this component was estimated to be approximately 1/4

the stiffness of the load distributor. Therefore

k LC 40
k

Rocket Motor Case

d, 12 do= 12. 75"

z 20.2" 2 2

EA 6 ( 3 O 1 6)(do- 2 1 2

km rZ 4(20.2)

I = 25.2 x 107 lb/ft

Stiffness ratio is

4= 25.2 x 107 -12.2

k 2.04 x 107
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DIAGRM OF COMPLETE SYSTEN

On the basis of the estimated component stif~nesses and weights, the

complete spring-mass system is given below. Damping values are those

regardel as nominal in the computer program.

=-F1 (f)

5 55k , k It 40ok 12•. It ,•
.x. ••300 85 d F2(t"11 50 I LB I 50 LB 15 LB 75 LB LB 11Lb L

LODLOAD MOTOR jMOTOR NOZZL
ABUTMENT [ DISTRIBUTORj LOA0 CELL. COLLECTOR MOUNT rASE ASSY

The model (nominal) used in the computer program was:

11.500 500F I

The two-degree-of-freedom model used in the computer analysis is a simpli-

fication of the actual system. Lumped masses were used in the model

which were comparable to the distributed masses of the concrete abutment

and solid propellant motor.

The load distributor and collector ;prings were omitted from the computer

model altogether, and the distributed spring and masses of the motor were

simply lumped as a mass. Nevertheless, it is felt that the two-degree-

of-freedom computer model represented the essential features of the system,

because the computer results showed the impulse error sensitivity to

abutment stiffness to be very slight. Therefore, the unification of the

load distributor and abutment springs is entirely reasonable. The

correctness of the unification of load collector and motor springs and

masses into one single mass (300 pounds) is not so apparent. To further

complicate the assessment of the computer model correctness, the motor

thrust is not all applied at one location. Approximately 70% of it

(F 1 (t) in the detailed diagram) is applied at. the head-closure end of
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the motor case, and the remaining 30% (F 2 (t) in the diagram) is applied

at the nozzle asseambly and it is transmitted to the head end through

the comparatively compliant rocket motor case (12 times the stiffness

of the load cell). Consequently, the dynamic behavior of the part of

the actual oystes between the load cell and the motor nozzle could con-

ceivably be quite different from that of the lumped mass representing

it in the computer studies. However, most of the misrepresentation is

associated with the motor hardware, which is outside the test stand

design and therefore beyond Rocketdyne design control. It is felt that

the dynamic behavior of the motor hardware should receive additional

attention in the future evaluations of the constru'nted measuremetit

system.
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ADDITIONAL~ ITMWItNNNTATION

VCO PULSE MODIFIER FOR TAPE~ PLAYBACK

Because a s tandard tape re~corder cannot. record arid playback pulmese of

short duration with good fidelity, it, is fieep4gary to modify thle pulse

characteristic at. the input. and/or output of ihe rpcorder. The reason

for this is that. the upper frequency limit. of the recorder is near the

natural ringing frequency of the head, which cauges the sys tern to ring

electrically when activated by a pulse. 'Iierefore, when a pulse is

recorded, the playback of Mhat. pulse willb~adnmped oscillantory wave.

with a frequency equal to) the ringing frequency of the system, anld the

rate of decay (damping) determined by t~he Q of thes svt~em. TIf thp play-

back pulse is being read by a counter, it is quite possible t~o obtain

more than one count per initial pulse because the Pxcursions of tile im-

mediate nubsequent ringing can be of suifficient ampl itude to activate 1b~

counter. The amplitude resolution of the counter cannot, he predict~ably

set to discriminate between the firs~, and the second cycles of t-he damped

wave because a slight change in playback pulse amplitude will cause the

counter to either miss or to produce multiple conttrts.

A possible method of solving this problem has been test~ed at, Ilocketfdyne

and proved practical. The pulses call be first. modified t~o a constant

amplitude and duration ofahout 0 volt~s and It microseconds by us~e of a

monostable multivibrator (one-slhot.). These pulses can be re'corded onl a

tape recorder with a flat. frequency response of' at least. 100 kilocycles

such as an Ampex FRt-1O0 used on direct, recordI mfode, Figure 2'2A shows a

train of three pulses as they would be fed to the( recorde-r, anA Fig. 22B

shows the approximate charact~erist~ic of the playback. Figure 23A shows

one of the playback pulses expanded on a shorter time base. 'Thlis q sinalI

can be fed to two parallel circuits an shown in Fig. 214 (the 10) kilocycle

hipass filter is present to remove most. of t~he noise). The signal of

Fig.23A can be fed to one side of the summing Etmpi ifier, and thr~ough it

delay cetwork to the ot~her side. hI this way tile t~wo migitalm whichi will

be added together look like the wave forims of F'ig.23A arid 23B. 'Ihel( delay
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can be adjusted until 180 degree phase shift is produced (for 100 kilo-

cyclen this will be 5 microseconds) and the amplitude adjusted until

the first half-cycle of the delayed signal(23B) is equal and opposite

to the second half-cycle of the original signal. When these conditions

exist, all succeeding half-cycles will cancel and the sum of the two

signals (Fig.23C) will be zero except for the first half-cycle, thus

effectively recreating a singl1 pulse. (Some small amplitude trash will

remain as a result of harmonics, but will be negligible.) The delay net-

work must be adjustable near 5 microseconds and some amplitude control

is necessary because no two tape recorders will produce the same wave

form on playback. However, once set for any particular recorder, no

further adjustment should be needed unless the system is to be used with

another recorder. Figure 25 shows the general appearance of this unit.
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